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INVESTING

for a greener future

SAVE THE DATE
Green Week 1 June
The Egg Brussels
EU Green Week, the biggest annual

occasion to debate European environment
policy, has a new look for 2016. From
30 May to 3 June, events and activities
across Europe will focus on the many
facets of green investment, with stops
in Ljubljana, Brussels, Vienna and beyond.
The week will highlight ﬁnancing that is
good for the economy and good for the
environment, because our future has
to be built on sustainable investments.

#EUGreenWeek - «Investing for a greener future»

The EU is at the forefront of eﬀorts to build
a ﬁnancial system that supports sustainable
development. But that job is only half done:
we need to combine our eﬀorts, and ﬁnd ways
of committing Europe to tangible investments
that will safeguard a more sustainable future.

Hence the 2016 theme – «Investing for a greener future»
Twitter chats, a major focus on social media and more on-line
content than ever before mean you will be able to follow Green
Week 2016 from wherever you are.
Each day focuses on a diﬀerent aspect of green investment.
Monday 30 May, on investing for greener cities, looks at how we
can make cities better places to live.
Tuesday 31 May, on investing in the countryside, explores ways
of making sure our countryside stays healthy and productive in the
long run.

#EUGreenWeek 2016
is an interactive forum for
policy makers, journalists,
stakeholders and
interested citizens.
Don’t miss out – register
now for the events at
The Egg in Brussels at
http://www.greenweek2016.eu

Wednesday 1 June, on investments that make it happen, focuses on ﬁnding the ﬁnancing for our
needs.
Thursday 2 June looks at investing in our oceans.
Friday 3 June, on investing for future generations, widens the scope to a more global outlook,
putting a spotlight on long-term prosperity and how we can ensure the well-being of future generations.
Partner events take place throughout May and June.
See the website for full details of the week’s events

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/greenweek/index_en.html
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WFP/Dina El Kassaby

Give Hope
When millions of Syrian
refugees felt forgotten,
the world responded.
That glimmer of hope is
keeping them going.
But this winter, many more
still urgently need our help.

Your donation to the World Food Programme
could make a huge difference by providing
Syrian refugees with vital food vouchers
to buy food.
No refugee should go hungry.

PLEASE MAKE A DONATION TODAY.
wfp.org/Syria
THANK YOU.

WFP is the world’s largest humanitarian agency
providing food asssistance to some 80 million
people in 80 countries.

Join us
on Facebook
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@WFP
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CODE BREAKING
Like family, everything is relative, they say. Pain, grief, joy,
fear; our perception of something changes depending on the
context. And so it is with age. Despite having – very recently
– turned a sprightly half century, it still came as a bit of a
surprise when a “dépistage du cancer colorectal” invitation
landed on the doormat recently. Yet really, it should not
have been a surprise; we’ve all been directly affected by, or
had someone close who has had to deal with the death of a
loved one to cancer. Yet, despite the billions spent on seeking cures, cancer
remains a taboo subject for many people. Even as I write, I hesitate to think,
never mind mention, the despair and devastation the dark touch of cancer
has wrecked on my family in recent years. Cancer became something to be
scared of, to talk about in hushed tones, even then only if you absolutely had
to, and always away from the younger family members. It even had its own
euphemism; ‘a serious illness’. Better still to not even talk about it at all. Shut
it away, ignore it; perhaps it will never happen (again). That’s why I can’t help
thinking that it was this denial, actually more an embarrassment to talk about
cancer, that was a factor in my own mother’s death a decade ago. Colorectal
cancer was the eventual diagnosis. Yet, if she had been part of a screening
programme, or been more aware of the symptoms and risks, she might still
be with us. Half of all deaths from cancer could be prevented by following 12
simple recommendations contained in the European Code Against Cancer.
Yet this simple tool is virtually unknown, with only ten per cent of respondents to a recent survey saying that they had even heard of the code. It’s really
just a list of bullet points. Yet more than half of those polled said they would
change their behaviour had they known about the code. As we look ahead to
European Week against Cancer later this month, perhaps it’s time that more
of us changed our perceptions about cancer. Head to page 13 for details on
how to download the European Code Against Cancer.
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Europol
Parliament approves new
Europol rules designed
to boost the fight against
international terrorism

T

he rules, first agreed by Parliament and Council negotiators in
November last year, are supposed
to ensure that the agency is fully
equipped to counter the rise in crossborder crimes and terrorist threats,
in particular by making it easier for it
to set up specialised units to respond
immediately to emerging threats.
Europol
will in some
cases be able
to exchange
information directly
with private
entities, such
as firms or
NGOs, so as
to work faster.

For example, Europol’s internet referral unit could contact a social network
provider such as Facebook directly
to ask that a web page run by ISIS be
deleted, halting the spread of terrorist
propaganda faster.
To avoid information gaps in the
fight against organised crime and
terrorism, the new rules make it the
duty of EU member states to provide
Europol with the data it needs. To encourage information sharing, Europol
is to report annually to Parliament,
Council, the Commission and national
parliaments on the information
provided by individual member states.
The European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS)
will monitor Europol’s
work and there will be
a clear complaints procedure for citizens under
EU law.

C o m m i t t ee o f t h e Re g i o n s ’ v i e w
The EU should make bolder
use of its trade defence
instruments to mitigate
the dangers affecting the
European steel industry,
argues Isolde Ries

ity, low prices, emissions trading
reform and the dumping by steel producers from outside the EU represent
enormous challenges for Europe as a
steel-producing region.
The European Commission’s antiith 330,000 workers and 500
dumping and anti-subsidy measures
production sites across 23 mem- must be implemented swiftly and
ber states, the steel sector is one of
effectively. The assessment and
the cornerstones of prosperity, value
decision-making phases need to be
creation, employment and innovation substantially shortened and there is
in Europe. For a number of regions
also a considerable need for discusin Europe, a competitive and sustain- sion on anti-dumping duty rates.
able steel industry is an essential
precondition for economic recovery,
Isolde Ries (PES/Germany), is the CoR’s
rapporteur on the opinion on Steel: Preserving
re-industrialisation and growth. It
sustainable jobs and growth in Europe
is therefore extremely important for
us to ensure that political,
legal and economic strains
in this sector do not lead to
severe consequences on the
ground.
However, imported steel
is flooding into European
markets. Global overcapac-
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Movers and shakers
Keep track of developments in the European institutions
and public affairs with our movers and shakers column

A

nother shake-up in Parliament’s
seat allocation as German AfD
MEP Marcus Pretzell, who was
expelled from the ECR group last
month and had since been sitting
with the non-attached members, has
now joined Marine Le Pen’s ENF
group. His colleague Beatrix
von Storch defected from the
ECR group last month and
joined the EFDD group. The
ENF group currently numbers
39 members from nine different countries, one more than the
EFDD group. For an updated parliamentary seat breakdown, head over to
our website.
ALDE group MEP Philippe de
Backer left his seat in Parliament
after being appointed Belgian state
secretary in charge of the the North
Sea, privacy and the battle against
social fraud. Lieve Wierinck, a pharmacist, replaced him as of 4 May. She
previously served as deputy mayor of
Zaventem
Polish deputy Janusz Wojciechowski also left Parliament, to
become a member of the Court of Auditors. The House had initially rejected his candidacy, with MEPs expressing concerns over his “independent
judgement”. Wojciechowski
served as a Vice-Chair of
the agriculture and rural
affairs party, and Chaired
the animal welfare intergroup.
Davor Škrlec, a Croatian
member of the Greens/EFA
group, has left the Sustainable
Development party, due to “dissatisfaction on how the party is run”. He is
now an independent.
Meanwhile, Italian MEP Renato
Soru, an ally of Prime Minister Matteo Renzi, was suspended by the S&D
group after being handed a three year
jail sentence for tax evasion. He now
sits with the non-attached members.
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Soru is accused of evading €2.6m of
taxes by shifting loans between companies he owns, including telecoms
giant Tiscali, which he founded in
1998 and currently chairs. He plans
to appeal the verdict, and will only go
to jail if his sentence is
confirmed at the end of
the process.
Ukip MEP Nathan
Gill was elected the
Welsh Assembly earlier this month. This
does not necessarily
mean, however, that we will
be forced to resign from the European
Parliament, as the House does not
feature on the Welsh Assembly disqualification list, and the Welsh Assembly is not a national Parliament
(Westminster is). Therefore, he is free
to dual mandate. In reality, Gill had
said before the election that he would
stand down as an MEP if elected to
the Welsh Assembly. This is where
things get messy: the next person
on the list has quit Ukip, so the
party will bar him from taking
the mandate.
The final two candidates on
their 2014 European election list
have also just been elected to the
Welsh Assembly. If none of them
become MEPs, there will be a
by-election to replace Gill,
but this would cover the
whole of Wales and Labour
would likely win – something Ukip are keen to avoid.
As it stands, either David
Rowlands or Caroline Jones will
be encouraged to replace Gill in the
European Parliament.
Dods People is a
comprehensive online
service that provides you
with unparalleled access to
both the political representatives and public
affairs professionals across the European Union.

Parliament seeks more
support for victims
of trafficking

M

EPs have approved a resolution pointing the
finger at the European
Commission for its lack
of action against human trafficking. According to Europol, around
10,000 unaccompanied children
have disappeared since arriving
in the EU in 2015. Parliament has
urged member states to better protect victims and ensure that police,
judiciary authorities, medical staff
and social workers receive adequate
training to identify and support the
victims of human trafficking.

MEPs vote against China
Market economy status

M

EPs have defended their decision to vote against granting
Market Economy Status (MES) to
China. In a resoltuion, adopted in
Strasbourg by an 83 per cent majority, they said China does
not yet fulfil the criteria
established by the EU to
define market economies.
The Parliament also urges
the Commission to ensure
that China does not abuse its
position to dump steel and other
products on the European market.

Deputies approve sharing
of tax information

T

he proposal suggests obliging
multinationals with
total consolidated revenues of over €750m
to file country by
country reports in the
member state in which
the parent entity is based.
This would then be shared with
other member states the company
operates in. Nevertheless, MEPs
have called for further safeguards to
avoid market distortions.
16 May 2016 Parliament Magazine | 7
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Foie gras

t w ee t f ee d

@Snowden
Edward Snowden
What would save more lives than every
surveillance program in the world today?
Self-driving cars.

@javorbenedek
Jávor Benedek
#Orbán forgot to inform the @
EU_Commission about referendum on
relocation quota voted earlier today in the
HU parliament #RefugeeCrisis

@EPPGroup
EPP Group
We fought for it! @Europarl_EN has given
Europol bigger mandate to fight cybercrime & radicalisation on Internet.

@TheProgressives
S&D Group
Congratulazioni @matteorenzi! Great
victory on #LGBTI rights! Let’s continue
our fight for a Europe of equality!
#unionicivili @pdnetwork

A meeting in Parliament was
told that current trends in
the production of foie gras
could pose a health risk to
consumers

M

EPs also heard that since 1998,
only three foie gras farms have
been checked and each had presented problems.
Adolfo Sansolini, a consultant for
Belgian animal advocacy organisation
GAIA, said; “The European Commission has repeatedly stated that it does
not have sufficient information on
whether foie gras
producers comply
with EU laws but
at the same
time expresses
no intention to
address this
situation.”
Donald
Broom, of
Cambridge

University, one of the most eminent
animal welfare scientists in the world,
presented a new study on the welfare
of ducks in foie gras production. The
study also cites possible health risks
for consumers, based on the presence
of amyloids, which are linked to Alzheimer’s disease and Type II diabetes.
Globally, 20,000 tons of foie gras are
produced per year with
France producing 70 per
cent and consuming 85
per cent of that total. Force
feeding – which involves
putting pipes down the
throats of the birds
– is illegal in many
countries, including
the UK, but legal in
France.
Last May, MEPs decided
that foie gras should not be
banned from restaurants in the European
Parliament.

PM + : M a r i t i m e t r a n s p o r t
A primary condition for
quality European shipping
is the prevention of unfair
competition, argues
Philippe Alfonso

to close the loopholes in state aid for
maritime transport, by conditioning
the granting of aid and tax relief to
jobs and training for EU domiciled
seafarers. The criminalisation of seaurope must address the practice of farers is a widespread tendency which
flags of convenience and stimulate seriously damages the sector’s ability
EU shipping companies to register un- to recruit. To enhance the attractiveder EU national flags. The directive on ness of a maritime career, qualitymanning conditions requires a revamp training, education and certification
to ensure that employment conditions standards must also be kept high on
on-board a ship operating between dif- the agenda.
ferent member states are those of the
Philippe Alfonso is Political Secretary for
country applying the most favourable Maritime Transport at ETF, the European Transport
Workers’ Federation
standards. The EU should also move

E

@Pabriks
Artis Pabriks
Today,European Parliament voted
in support of Crimean Tatars facing
discrimination from Russian occupation
authorities.
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EXPERTS UNITE FOR BETTER
CANCER CONTROL IN EUROPE
In cancer, a new era is already here.
We are no longer only asking how
long cancer patients are surviving, but
also how well they are surviving.
‘The Joint Action for Comprehensive
Cancer Control (Cancon) is an important
project and forum for the development
of good practice recommendations
for cancer care in Europe’, says Tit
Albreht, the coordinator of Cancon
and cancer control expert at the
Slovenian Institute of Public Health.
The aim of Cancon is
to create a European
Guide on Quality
Improvement in
Comprehensive
Cancer Control.

Romanian CanCon Plan launch

‘Thanks to
the expertise of a broad range of
stakeholders, we will ensure that the
Guide will reach its target audiences
which include governments,
parliamentarians, health care
professionals at every level’, says Sakari
Karjalainen, Secretary General of
the Cancer Society of Finland. The
Cancer Society of Finland is leading
two work packages of the joint action:
dissemination and cancer screening.
Dr. Karjalainen is currently President
of the Association of European Cancer
Leagues (ECL - the NGO connecting
cancer leagues). ECL is active in Cancon
as it was in the European Partnership
for Action against Cancer (EPAAC).

Photos by Leena Vuorenmaa

COLLABORATIVE MOOD
AND DASH OF POLICIES
Why does Europe need joint actions?
The organisations participating are
committed to the common cause
to reduce suffering arising from
cancer. The European Commission
finances half of the programme cost,
the associated partner organisations
contribute the other half.
What is driving cancer experts
to collaboration?

Cancon - FP - as.indd 1

There are 65 organisations and 25 countries working on EU
joint action Cancon. Cancon is unique because the experts
will develop policy solutions for all European countries

EUROPE  MANY
PRACTICES,
UNEVEN
OUTCOMES
Cancer research
is international,
so working
together is
nothing new. What makes Cancon so
unique is the effort to develop policy
solutions for all European countries.
Cancer patients in Europe do not have
the same levels of access to treatment
or support. Some patients survive
their disease better than others. It can
depend on factors such as the country
and on the socio-economic status.
Prevention, early detection and treatment
are important factors of survival.
‘ECL aims to connect cancer leagues
across Europe to reduce inequalities as
evident in one of our five strategic goals’,
said Dr Wendy Yared, Director of ECL
and member of the EU Expert Group on
Cancer control. Dr Yared is also involved
in the groups preparing Cancon policy
papers on prevention and on equity.
How is cancer care implemented? Is there
a cancer plan to monitor cancer control
efforts? And finally, is there the will to
ensure that cancer survivors´ needs are
well understood? Patient organisations
contribute to Cancon activities with a
voice that is stronger than ever before.
The Guide for cancer control will be ready
in February 2017. It will be distributed in

various ways in member states, through
professional and patient organisations
and with the help of numerous
collaborative partners of Cancon.
Seven fast facts about Cancon:
• Cancon is a European wide joint action,
which aims at improving cancer control
• The endeavour started in 2014
and ends in February 2017
• It will produce a European Guide on
Comprehensive Cancer Control
• Now 65 organizations and 25 countries
- of which 23 member states of the
European Union - are working on it
• Joint action is progressing as planned
and according to is timetable
• The Guide is soon moving
forward to editing process
• The real test will be how the
recommendations of the Guide will
be implemented across Europe.

MORE INFORMATION

• www.cancercontrol.eu
• Subscribe to a bi-monthly Cancon
newsletter at http://www.cancercontrol.
eu/news-events/newsletters/
• Twitter https://twitter.com/EU_CanCon
@EU_Cancon, #EU_Cancon
• Facebook https://www.facebook.com/cancon2014/
• Instagram http://instagram.com/eu_cancon
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Dying to work
People with a terminal
illness should not have to
fight to keep their job, writes
Glenis Willmott
Glenis Willmott (S&D,
UK) is a member of
Parliament’s MEPs Against
Cancer (MAC) intergroup

T

There are still bills to pay and for
some, extra mouths to feed. For many
people, continuing to work is about
keeping some sense of routine and focus, much needed when dealing with
the dreadful news of finding out that
you have a terminal illness, which can
turn someone’s world upside down.
Take my constituent Jacci for
instance. Jacci was diagnosed with
terminal breast cancer in 2012. She
had planned to continue to work, not
only because she was a single mother
and therefore financially it was necessary, but also because she enjoyed her
work. Jacci informed her employer
that she had been given this heartbreaking diagnosis, expecting support and appropriate measures to be
put in place. However, Jacci received
no support, and in fact her employer
tried to unfairly dismiss her.
Thankfully for Jacci, her trade union was there to support her and they
successfully challenged her employer.
However, what about those people

his week marks the European Week against Cancer. As
a member of MEPs Against
Cancer intergroup, I would
like to take this opportunity to raise
a key campaign started in my region
after a constituent was diagnosed
with terminal cancer.
When it comes to cancer we often
focus on prevention and treatment,
such as promoting a healthy lifestyle
and working together across the EU
to develop lifesaving treatments. But
what about those for whom treatment
isn’t an option?
I am working with the UK Trade
Union Congress’ (TUC) Dying to
Work campaign, which is seeking
better employment protection for
employees with a terminal illness.
People are sometimes surprised to
hear that people with a terminal illness want to continue to work. Some
assume that all sufferers would want
to leave work as
soon as they have
“For many people,
been diagnosed.
continuing to work is
However, this
about keeping some
is not always
the case. Not
sense of routine and
everyone who
focus, much needed
has a terminal illwhen dealing with
ness will want to
the dreadful news of
give up their job.
Some might not
finding out that you
even be able to,
have a terminal illness”
due to financial
circumstances.
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who aren’t so lucky? Many people
in Jacci’s situation wouldn’t want to
spend the precious time they have
left fighting with their employers. The
last thing that people need when they
have been diagnosed with a terminal
illness is to have to worry about losing their job.
People with a terminal illness who
are able to work and want to work
should be allowed and helped to do
so. The Dying to Work campaign
wants to see ‘terminal illness’ classed
as a protected characteristic, meaning that an employee cannot be
dismissed due to having terminal
cancer. We are calling for EU legislation, similar to the pregnant workers
directive, which would protect these
vulnerable workers.
It is about giving people dignity,
the dignity to continue to work if they
are able to do so. We also need to
protect employees’ death in service
benefits, which are lost if you are
dismissed. This benefit linked to
workers’ employment contracts can
be used to cover funeral costs and can
ease the financial burden of the family left behind.

@PARLIMAG
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Parliament and the campaign has received cross party support. The TUC
has also drafted a negotiators guide
to assist trade union representatives
in supporting any members with a
terminal illness.
However, it is not only up to trade
unions to do the right thing. We
are calling on employers to commit
to treating their employees with a
terminal illness with respect. I was
delighted that the European employer
E.ON recently signed up to Dying to
Work’s voluntary charter, committing
to supporting any of their employees
with a terminal illness. I hope that
other EU companies will also sign
this charter and commit to treating
their staff with dignity.
Workers’ rights are at the heart of
the EU and that is why we want better
EU protection for employees with a
terminal illness. I
“The Dying to Work
have been touched
by the support
campaign wants to
offered by fellow
see ‘terminal illness’
MEPs for the Dying
classed as a protected
to Work campaign.
characteristic, meaning
Since the European
that an employee cannot launch in the European Parliament
be dismissed due to
last June we have
having terminal cancer” gathered support
from MEPs from
different political groups across the
EU. British trade union representaThe Dying to Work campaign
tives have visited the Parliament to
started in the UK, but we know that
speak to MEPs at the trade union
terminal illnesses such as terminal
intergroup and they were delighted to
cancers, affect people across the EU.
receive support from European ParliaIn fact, cancer caused over one milment President Martin Schulz during
lion deaths in the EU in 2012, with
their last visit.
the highest rates of prevalence in the
The EU has a proud record of proNetherlands, Slovenia and Denmark. tecting workers across Europe. I will
The European Cancer Patients Coa- continue to fight for better employlition has confirmed that many cancer ment protection for people like my
patients suffer unfair treatment at
constituent Jacci who is determined
work once they disclose that they
to spend what time she has left
have cancer. It is simply unacceptable fighting for the rights of employees
that patients have to fight to continue with a terminal illness. Everyone deto work when also trying to fight a
serves to be treated with dignity and
deadly illness.
respect in the workplace and that
In the UK, the issue has been raised most certainly includes people with
to the Prime Minister in the UK
terminal cancer.
WWW.THEPARLIAMENTMAGAZINE.EU
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THE EUROPEAN WEEK
AGAINST CANCER:
WHEN, WHAT AND WHY

http://europeancancerleagues.org/images/EWAC/European_Week_Against_Cancer_Logo.jpg[12/05/2016 11:31:02]

The 25th – 31st May represents a special period for cancer leagues, as every year during
this special week the European Week Against Cancer is celebrated across Europe.

T

he European Week Against Cancer
(or EWAC for short) is different
from other cancer awareness
dates as it is not focused on any
particular cancer or issues, but rather,
calls for everyone to take action. EWAC
encourages increased collaboration
with all sectors to work together to raise
awareness and to combat inequalities at
the European and member state level.
This ambition is achieved by highlighting
the European Code Against Cancer,
which is a set of 12 evidence-based
recommendations for the general
public that empowers individuals to
reduce their cancer risk. Following
the recommendations of the Code can
reduce our cancer risk by up to 50%.
Therefore, by focusing on a general
set of cancer prevention messages,
EWAC promotes the widest range of
scientifically robust information to the
widest audience possible.
EWAC was created in 1990 as part of
the ground-breaking Europe Against
Cancer programme, and ran initially
with EU funding until 1994. Following
this period of direct EU support, many
cancer leagues in Europe continued
to coordinate EWAC in their respective
countries, using the Association of
European Cancer Leagues (ECL) as the
platform to connect their activities.

ecl.indd 1

ECL is a pan-European umbrella
organisation of national and regional
cancer leagues, which was created in
1980. ECL facilitates the collaboration
of cancer leagues for its vision of “a
Europe Free of Cancers”. EWAC is central
to this mission due to its ability to bring
together cancer leagues around the
common goal of cancer prevention.
In 2011, EWAC was re-launched by ECL
at a high level event chaired by then
President of the European Council,
Herman Van Rompuy, and by Alojz
Peterle MEP, President of the MEPs
Against Cancer interest group at the
European Parliament, for which ECL
provides the Secretariat.
The MEPs Against Cancer group has been
a crucial pro-active supporter of EWAC,
as the members of the group regularly
take the opportunity during this week to
draw attention to cancer control actions
in their constituencies. Consequently, the
importance of the MEPs against cancer
group in supporting cancer prevention
actions has been steadily increasing in
recent years.
This year several important issues are
being addressed, including: childhood
cancer survivorship; mHealth; cancer
screening; and a special tobacco control
event to celebrate the annual World No

Tobacco Day on 31st May. In addition,
the importance of youth involvement
is given special visibility this year via
ECL’s youth competition, which invites
young people from across Europe to
design an infographic promoting the
European Code Against Cancer. The
winning entry of this competition will
announced on ECL’s website during
the European Week Against Cancer. So
make sure to log on from the 25th May
to find out who has won!

Dr Wendy Yared, Director
Association of European Cancer Leagues

More information on the events
taking place during the European Week
Against Cancer can be found at
www.weekagainstcancer.eu.
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EU WEEK AGAINST CANCER

Unlocking Europe’s
cancer prevention code
the causes of cancer were translated
into successful prevention”. The
Slovenian EPP deputy added, “Actions to boost prevention are at hand,
such as the European Code Against
Cancer, a preventive tool aimed to
reduce the cancer burden by informhe European Code Against
ing people how to avoid or reduce
Cancer is a set of 12 key
carcinogenic exposures, adopt behavrecommendations on how
iours to reduce the cancer risk, or to
the public can reduce their
participate in organised intervention
cancer risk. But a recent survey by
programmes.” Peterle believes that
the Association of European Cancer
the Code, “Should not only serve as
Leagues (ECL) found “remarkable”
recommendations for citizens, but
variation in knowledge and awareshould also form a basis to guide
ness of the code and other cancer pre- national health policies on cancer
vention information across Europe.
prevention particularly in times when
The code offers simple guidance for
a consistent and stable framework
everyone, which can lead to a reducfor cooperative action is necessary
tion of cancer risk of up to 50 per cent for tackling the growing burden of
but the survey of over 6000 people
chronic diseases.”
from Finland, France, Spain, Poland
Prevention – the theme of this
and the UK highlighted that awareyear’s Cancer Awareness Week,
ness of the code is
low in general, with
just 10 per cent of
respondents indicating that they
had even heard of
it. The survey also
found large variations in the degree
to which people
feel cancer can be
prevented. However, more than half
of those polled said
they would change
their behaviour had
they known about
“More than half of those
the code.
polled said they would
Alojz Peterle,
change their behaviour
who chairs the Euhad they known about
ropean Parliament’s cross-party MEPs
Against Cancer (MAC) group, said
the European Code
that Europe’s Cancer burden could be
Against Cancer”
cut in half, “if scientific knowledge on

Half of all deaths from
cancer in Europe could be
prevented by following 12
simple recommendations,
reports Martin Banks

T
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remains a “challenge and a strategic
objective in striving for more Europe
with less cancer.” Sakari Karjalainen,
the Secretary General of the Cancer
Society of Finland, agrees, saying,
“The code is an essential tool for the
general public on specific actions that
they can take to dramatically reduce
cancer risk. We all need to be reminded that nearly half of all deaths from
cancer in Europe could be prevented
by following the code’s straightforward messages.” Karjalainen added,
“It is concerning to hear that awareness of this vital knowledge is so
worryingly low in some countries. We
must increase our efforts to communicate the code widely, and encourage
governments for supportive policies
and actions.”
Further comment comes from
Lisette van Vliet, senior advisor,
Chemicals and Chronic Disease
Prevention at the
Health and Environment Alliance
(HEAL), who said,
“We encourage individuals to follow
the European Code
against Cancer, but
many toxic chemicals are still getting
into us from the
products and infrastructure in our
daily lives. So we
also need swifter
and stronger action
at European policy
level, national
level, and corporate
policy level”.

Download the European Code against Cancer
from the Association of European Cancer Leagues
website: www.europeancancerleagues.org
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SIOPE marks the European
Week Against Cancer

D

espite important progress,
childhood cancer remains
the leading cause of
children’s death by disease
in Europe: more than 6,000
young people die of cancer every year,
and approximately 300,000 childhood
cancer survivors experience treatment
side-effects that last well into adulthood.
During the European Week Against
Cancer SIOPE (the European Society
for Paediatric Oncology) intends to
draw attention to the importance of
improving the quality of survivorship
and increasing the cure rate of children
and young people with cancer.
Thus, SIOPE is
co-organising the
first European
Conference on
survivorship
after childhood
cancer
‘PanCareSurFup
for Childhood
Cancer Survivors
– Acting Now!’ on
23-24 May 2016
in Brussels (BE). SIOPE and the conference
organisers are delighted to cooperate
with Mr. Alojz Peterle MEP and President
of the MEPs Against Cancer (MAC) Group,
who will open this important event.
Participants – including policy-makers,
healthcare professionals, researchers,
childhood cancer survivors and their
families – will jointly address the current
challenges in ensuring survivors’ quality
of life: while 80% of children and
adolescents are expected to survive
cancer, many of them face significant
long-term effects that are usually
severe and impact on their daily life.
Quality of survivorship is one of the main
objectives of the SIOPE Strategic Plan
‘A European Cancer Plan for Children and
Adolescents’, a milestone document agreed
by the entire childhood cancer community

SIOPE - FP - as.indd 1

which puts forward concrete solutions
to the current issues in paediatric
oncology/haematology in Europe.
In line with its Strategic Plan, SIOPE
has been actively engaging with EU
policy-makers to ensure that childhood
cancer is high on their agenda.
This year during an event marking World
Cancer Day (4th February) at the European
Parliament in Strasbourg, where SIOPE
and its partner organisations benefited
from the visit of Commissioner Vytenis
Andriukaitis (LT), Board Member Prof.
Gilles Vassal stressed the importance
of cooperating with policy-makers
and all stakeholders to accelerate
paediatric cancer drug development.

Commissioner Andriukaitis at the SIOPE Stand on World Cancer Day 2016

SIOPE President Schrappe and MEP Peterle at the
launch of the SIOPE Strategic Plan last November

oncology and haematology community
in Europe in fighting childhood cancer”
by endorsing the Electoral Manifesto,
a joint initiative of childhood cancer
professionals and parent organisations
via the Regional Committee of
Childhood Cancer International (CCI).
Having proved strong in making sure
that the priorities of the European
paediatric oncology community are
heard, SIOPE looks forward to working
with the MEPs but also the European
Commission, Council and the Member
States to make more successful cure for
childhood cancer possible, joining forces
with all those who care about the future
of children and adolescents with cancer.

The priority for the entire childhood
cancer community at present is indeed
the revision of the EU Paediatric
Medicines Regulation. Ten years after it
was first adopted, it is time to make the
urgent changes to ensure that children
and adolescents with difficult-to-treat
forms of cancer have an improved access
to potentially life-saving innovation.

by Prof. Dr. Martin Schrappe,
SIOPE President

MEP Alojz Peterle, MEP Glenis Willmott,
and MEP Francoise Grossetête are
among the champions of the paediatric
cancer cause in the European Parliament.

SIOPE (the European Society
for Paediatric Oncology)
Avenue E. Mounier 83
1200 Brussels, Belgium
Website : www.siope.eu
Tel: +32 2 775 02 12
E-mail : office@siope.eu

In 2014, these and 17 other MEPs declared
their willingness to “support the paediatric
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EU maritime day

Sustainable blue growth
Europe’s maritime sector has huge potential,
but it unfortunately remains a niche sector
in the eyes of many, writes Gesine Meissner
urope’s history is characterised by the rise and success
of seafaring. The discovery of new continents and the
establishment of trade routes all around the world took
place thanks to innovation and progress in naval architecture and ocean engineering.
Today, more than 90 per
cent of the EU’s foreign
trade is carried out by sea.
95 per cent of our global
telecommunication is transported through more than
one million kilometres of
cables in the sea bed. The
oceans are the backbone
of our globalised and interlinked world.
Maritime and coastal
tourism provides 3.2 million
jobs in Europe, a sector
where almost 90 per cent
of businesses are SMEs.

E

500,000 people work in the shipbuilding sector in 36 European regions. Up to 300,000 new jobs could be created
by 2030 in the offshore energy sector.
The maritime sectors are clearly of vital importance for
economic growth and development in Europe. Unfortunately, in the eyes of the public and many decision-makers, it is a niche sector. In order to unlock the potential of
the blue economy, we must bring it back into
the spotlight.
The EU’s integrated maritime policy should
strengthen interaction between all stakeholders
and foster transnational cooperation. Europe’s
maritime industry is highly innovative and
based on excellent technological know-how.
Blue growth should be sustainable, so as to
preserve the wealth of seas and oceans for the
next generations.
In short, we need a Europe-wide campaign,
addressing pupils and politicians alike, to raise
awareness on the treasures and potential of our
oceans and seas.
Gesine Meissner (ALDE, DE) is Chair of Parliament’s seas and
coastal areas intergroup

A n e ss e n t i a l r o l e t o p l a y
action to strengthen
the maritime industry
must be coherent
across the EU, says
Dominique Riquet
he EU bases much of
its economy (approximately 5.4 million jobs and
a gross added value of
€500bn per year) and its
trade (75 per cent of extraEU trade and 37 per cent
of intra-EU trade) on the
sea. In order to exploit this
incredible wealth, maritime
industries have an essential
role to play. For this to happen, action is required on
several levels.
First, we must strengthen
innovation and research
programmes. The EU
should look at, for example,
alternative fuels, cyber-security, and developing the

T
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vessel traffic management
system (VTMIS) at European level. This could be
done, for instance, through
a joint undertaking similar
to Shift2Rail.
We should also boost the
mutual recognition scheme
and fight against additional
administrative burden, by
developing electronic tags
for marine equipment.
Access to funding should
be made easier, by creating a stable and common
regulatory framework, triggering investments and allowing the emergence of a
virtuous ecosystem for jobs,
growth and innovation.
More broadly, Europe
should strive for more
coherence between the
member states and the
Commission when it comes

to action undertaken in the
maritime sector. At global
level, we should defend
European standards and
open up access to foreign
markets for our industry
– through the TTIP negotiations, for example.
These are the guidelines
that, combined with
coherent, integrated and
proactive European action,

will enable the EU’s maritime industries to remain
competitive. This way, the
EU will be able to maintain
leadership in the field, and
face intensive international
competition driven by
countries such as China.
Dominique Riquet (ALDE, FR) is a
Vice-Chair of Parliament’s transport
and tourism committee
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C l e a n t e c h n o l o g y, c l e a n s e a s
Reducing the
maritime sector’s
CO2 emissions
makes economic
sense, writes Merja
Kyllönen

waste within the
Baltic Sea Special
Area. This will
be the first sea
region in the
world with an
overall sewage
aritime transport
discharge ban,
is an environmenand we should be
tally friendly and energy
proud.
efficient way to transport
The work to
goods and people. It is also
cruise harbour in Europe. It save our seas will continue
the only sensible way to
is unimaginable that people with NOX and sulphur,
carry international heavy
would continue to enjoy the where comprehensive decifreight.
Baltic Sea, if it is a green
sions are needed. RestricHowever, the maritime
tions that we often fear will
sludge full of sewage and
sector’s carbon emissions
be an advantage also for our
algae.
have increased
“The maritime sector’s carbon emissions are
industry, as the demand for
Therefore, I
and are already
already equal to the national CO2 emissions warmly welcome low-emission maritime techequal to the nathe International nology will only grow.
tional CO2 emis- of Japan and Germany combined”
Maritime Orsions of Japan
ganisation’s decision not to Merja Kyllönen (GUE/NGL, FI) is
and Germany combined. As cruise in the Baltic Sea
every year. Helsinki Port,
allow newly built passenger a member of Parliament’s transport
transport increases, so do
and tourism committee
for example, is the busiest
ships to discharge sewage
emissions; it is estimated

M

they will increase
by 250 per cent
by 2050.
The Baltic Sea
is one of the worst
affected, and it is
often referred to
as the most polluted sea in the
world.
This is a
problem not only for
environmental reasons (as
urgent as these are), but
also for economic reasons.
Over four million tourists

Balancing nature and economic growth
we must not forget the deep-rooted
heritage of Europe’s maritime sector,
writes Tonino Picula

Contemporary civilisation, in its continual pursuit
of economic growth, has not left a single spot on earth
untouched – not least the Mediterranean. Old crafts and
n its efforts to remain the world’s number one economy, trades are slowly being forgotten. Memories of times
the EU should not forget to also remain a leader in terms when we looked to nature for advice, when it was valued
of environmental and climate protection. Europe should
and respected, have gone.
balance its ongoing quest for economic growth with pur- “Europe should balance
Today, we pay respect to
suing high-class technological solutions.
nature by visiting certain
its ongoing quest for
The potential of Europe’s maritime industry and its
carefully selected and
economic growth with
related sector does not only lie with its modern trade fleet pursuing high-class tech- partially protected tourist
and specialised shipyards, but also with its incredible,
and recreational destinanological solutions”
millennia-long heritage.
tions and looking around
Sustainability should not be limited to balancing
national parked and nature
growth without endangering the future, it should also be
reserves – strictly bounded and usually sterile areas, in
about how we integrate our tangible and intangible herit- which we observe without really living.
age, which is deeply rooted in many local communities.
We must not forget that the true strength of Europe’s
economy depends not so much on large investments and
imports, but rather on dynamic and numerous SMEs.
This is particularly true for the maritime sector, with the
added benefit that investing in small traditional shipyards
and boat owners helps preserve maritime heritage and
strengthen the cohesion of small communities.

I

Tonino Picula (S&D, HR) is a member of Parliament’s seas and coastal
areas intergroup
16 | Parliament Magazine 16 may 2016
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The Maritime Europe Strategy
Action (MESA - FOSTER
WATERBORNE) was launched in
2013 to support the activities of the
industry-led European Technology
Platform WATERBORNE TP.
WATERBORNE TP is recognised by
the European Commission as a key
actor in driving innovation, knowledge transfer and European competitiveness within the waterborne
transport sectors. It consists of a wide
variety of stakeholders including EU
associations from shipping, inland
waterways, shipyards, equipment
manufacturers, etc. Also EU Member
States and Associated Countries play
a role in WATERBORNE TP through the
so-called “Waterborne Mirror Group
of government appointed delegates”.
Since 2005, the WATERBORNE
TP has published various strategic
documents, including a VISION paper,
a Strategic Research Agenda, an
Implementation Plan and, in 2011,
the WATERBORNE Declaration, a
position paper for HORIZON 2020.
These strategic documents are widely
used by industry, EU Member States,
and the European Commission,
to help define calls under the
R&D Framework Programmes.
In order to identify future research
priorities, the WATERBORNE TP
is presently being restructured.
MESA was established to strengthen
the effectiveness of the long-term

research and innovation capacities
[R&I] of Europe’s maritime industry, by
improving dissemination of research
results, and increasing the visibility
of the R&I findings. Its project
partners encompass the wider
community, with representation
from shipyards, equipment
manufacturers, research institutes,
ship operators, classification
societies, universities, and policymakers within the Member States.
MESA is presently undertaking
a number of activities, including
producing state-of-the-art reports on
energy efficiency, safety, production,
and E-Maritime, and undertaking a
series of foresight exercises, resulting
in three reports, providing Market,
Societal and Regulatory trends.
MESA also set up an Integration
Group to update the Vision,
Strategic Research & Innovation
Agenda and Implementation Plan/
Roadmap, in order to close the
gaps between research and market
uptake. It also identified innovation
opportunities, such as smart vessels,
fleets and ports, including digital
fleet management; marine digital
highways; vessel routing and
operations or ultra-low energy and
emissions vessels and systems.
To allow the wider maritime
community, including Member
States, to participate in the MESA
process, draft documents are made
publically available for review
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over the next few months on the
maritime-rdi.eu website, specifically
designed to encourage wider debate.
Finally, to improve the visibility of
past and ongoing research activities,
a number of exemplary projects
that could be “showcased”, have
been identified with each showcase
demonstrating the impacts made at
an EU level, including commercial
exploitation, resource efficiency,
environmental benefits, and safety.
A brochure of showcases has been
produced and can be downloaded
from the maritime-rdi.eu website.
On 28 June 2016, MESA will
organise its 4th annual conference
in Brussels. This event is open
to interested stakeholders and
policy-makers. An invitation
with the event’s programme
will be made available soon.

For further information, please contact:
CESA – Community of European Shipyards’ Associations
Rue Marie de Bourgogne 52, 1000 Brussels, Belgium
Tel : +32 – 2 230 27 91 - Fax : +32 – 2 230 43 32
www.waterborne-tp.org
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THE

GREEN

GUY
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Karmenu Vella talks to Julie LevyAbegnoli about why green investments
aren’t risky business, what to expect from
Green Week and why feels the seeds of
change have already been planted

here is no doubt
COP21 will be
on everyone’s
mind during
this year’s edition of Green
Week, the
EU’s flagship
conference on
environmental
policy. Perhaps the person with the
busiest schedule will be European
environment, maritime affairs and
fisheries Commissioner Karmenu
Vella, one of his native Malta’s longestserving ministers and known as ‘Il
Guy’. The theme of this year’s edition
is ‘investing for a greener future’, a
topic that directly connects with the
Paris protocol, the 2030 sustainable
agenda and the EU’s very own circular
economy plans. To deliver on the commitments made in these agreements,
says Vella; “We need to make sure our
financial system caters for sustainable
development. Investment is a key element in driving the transition towards

18 | Parliament Magazine 16 May 2016
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a greener economy.” This means finding the funds to finance innovative,
environmentally friendly projects, the
kind “that can be seen as being too
risky or too-long term for traditional
investors.”
Vella explains how the European
fund for strategic investments (EFSI)
will be valuable in this regard, helping raise private finance, “especially
in areas where commercial banking
hesitates to get involved.” The Maltese official proudly tells this magazine that out of the 54 projects preselected by the European Investment
Bank, 18 are environmental. That’s
not all; “Other tools, such as the
natural capital financing facility, are
helping raise the profile of investing
in natural capital and showcasing the
potential of investing in eco-system
services, while some member states
are leading the way by launching
green bonds.”
Air pollution, climate change, loss
of biodiversity, depleting natural
resources; it’s often a struggle to
@Parlimag
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imagine a bright future for coming
generations. Policymakers make endless speeches, convene all over the
world to discuss strategies and make
myriad promises, yet it’s never quite
enough to fix the state of the world.
At times, it feels like we are headed
straight for environmental disaster.
Last December’s historic Paris
agreement seemed to signal a shift
for the better, offering a glimmer of
hope and providing a renewed sense
of urgency and motivation to our
decision-makers.
Fostering green investment is
crucial, insists Vella, because a thriving economy and a
healthy environment
“We need to
go hand-in-hand.
make sure
Unfortunately, invesour financial
tors will need a bit
more convincing;
system caters
for sustainable over the past two
decades, only two
development.
to three per cent of
Investment is
global investment
has come from green
a key element
investment funds.
in making the
Enter Green Week,
transition
a chance to talk to,
towards
“game-changers from
the financial and
a greener
business sectors to
economy”
address just that. Our
week is set up with a
daily theme, each anchoring the role
of investment. We will look at cities,
the countryside, then the idea of investment in general, then the oceans,
and future sustainability. This will
give us a broad perspective on the
relationship between investment and
good environmental standards.”
As it turns out, green investments
are not just good for the environment,
they also make business sense. According to Vella, “The European companies that best weathered the storm
of the recession were the ones that
embraced environmental concerns
and invested in forward-thinking projects.” The numbers are impressive;
in the EU, green businesses grew by
more than 50 per cent between 2000 →
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IMPROVE LIFE
Evaluating and improving air
quality in subway systems
A major environmental challenge we face today is to
reduce pollution from traffic and improve air quality in
our cities. The subway is a transport mode that moves
millions of people efficiently and sustainably without
contaminating city streets, but one drawback for the
commuter is that air quality in trains and on platforms can
be poor. Within the European IMPROVE
LIFE project, the IDAEA Institute of the
Spanish Research Council (CSIC) and
Transports Metropolitans de Barcelona
(TMB) are in the middle of a major campaign
working together to address this issue.
The primary aim of IMPROVE LIFE
(Implementing Methodologies and
Practices to Reduce air pollution Of
the subway enVironmEnt) is to propose realistic and
practical measures that will produce cleaner air in
public subway transportation, thus benefitting both
users and employees. The project is co-financed by
LIFE + Environment, Policy and Governance of the
European Commission, and is unusual in involving
close collaboration between researchers (IDAEACSIC) and the subway operating company (TMB).

have seen, for example, that the installation of platform
screen doors is not only good for passenger security
but also greatly improves air quality by isolating the
platform from particles generated inside the tunnel.
During the IMPROVE LIFE project a series of innovative
experiments are being conducted in the tunnels and trains
of the Barcelona Metro, such as measuring the beneficial
effect of applying dust-suppressant polymers to ballast,
and the effects of making changes to ventilation protocols.
In some cases we have demonstrated not only how to
improve air quality but also save money: we have proved,
for example, that air conditioning filters under current
protocols are being replaced with unnecessary frequency.

The results of IMPROVE LIFE are being published on
the dedicated website http://improve-life.eu/, which
is receiving over 1000 hits every week. As the research
programme progresses the Project Leader Teresa
Moreno from CSIC will be actively communicating
the new findings to those responsible for subways
in other European cities. IMPROVE LIFE has already
been successfully promoted at several international
conferences, and generated interest from major cities
outside Europe, especially in Asia where an extraordinarily
high number of people commute by subway.
Underground rail systems provide an environmental
lifeline to our world cities. The more people that travel by
subway instead of by car the lower will be the exhaust
emissions, enhancing breathable city air quality and
reducing the climatic effects attributable to greenhouse
gases. The overall aim of IMPROVE LIFE is to provide a
benchmark study that will lead to real improvement in
subway air quality. Whether we are commuting above or
below ground WE SHOULD ALL BREATHE CLEAN AIR.

The air we breathe when travelling on the subway is
different from that above ground. Most of the airborne
inhalable particles underground are sourced not from
road traffic but from the trains, tracks and ballast, and
the concentrations of particles breathed depends very
much on station design and ventilation systems. We
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and 2011, and jobs in environmental
goods and services increased from 2.9
million to 4.3 million between 2000
and 2012. “That’s the real story that
needs to be told.” The Commissioner
adds that adopting more resourceefficient practices could bring net savings of €600bn – nearly eight per cent
of the annual turnover for businesses
in the EU.
Vella says is also focusing on SMEs;
“We help SMEs access new markets
through dedicated networks for
procurement and investments, and
with the verification of environmental
technologies. With the European
business awards for the environment,
we’re also raising awareness about
their achievements and recognising pioneers in the field. Of course,
financing is crucial too; that’s why we
are also mobilising various EU funds
and taking steps to improve coherence between them.”
Environmentally friendly means
of production are often believed to
WWW.THEPARLIAMENTMAGAZINE.EU
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Union. In fact, all recent EU
bilateral trade agreements
include provisions that
reflect global environmental
commitments, on topics
such as hazardous waste
and chemicals, the conservation and sustainable use of
natural resources, biodiversity, forestry and fisheries.
These trade agreements also
require parties to commit to
avoid lowering environmental standards for the purpose
of gaining commercial
advantage, he adds.
One of the subjects Green
Week participants will
discuss is ‘investing in our
“The European companies
oceans’. When it comes to
that best weathered the storm
fisheries, a key challenge is
of the recession were the ones
attracting more investment
into Europe’s seas while
that embraced environmental
also balancing the needs
concerns and invested in
for fish stocks to be sustainforward-thinking projects”
able, both in EU waters and
outside. Vella acknowledges
that our continent’s seas and
be costly and detrimental to profit
coastlines have huge potential, “an
margins. However, this is not always
enormous wealth in natural resources
the case. “Countries with high
and human capital.” He explains that,
environmental standards are more
under the maritime and fisheries fund,
competitive than those with poor
the EU is investing €6.4bn to make its
standards. The EU’s high environmaritime industry a global pioneer of
mental standards have been put in
sustainable blue growth.
place by all member states because of
The Maltese official also says the
the importance attached to protecting Commission is working to tackle
human health and conserving the
other challenges facing the sea, such
environment; our future prosperity
as climate change, overfishing and
depends on these elements. They are environmental pollution. He argues
one reason why our companies are
that the circular economy has a key
exporting their know-how in green
role to play here, especially when it
technologies and services all over
comes to plastics pollution. “For the
the world.” Now, says Vella, “We have first time this year the member states
the chance of doing more with less.
have to develop programmes of measBy using raw materials and resources ures against marine litter. This can be
more efficiently and being less deachieved only through coordinated
pendent on imports, businesses in the action at regional level; for this reason
EU are becoming more competitive
we support the development and imand resilient to supply shocks and
plementation of regional action plans
price fluctuations.”
in oceans and seas around the EU.”
He points out that Europe’s commitYet what about those fish caught
ment to high environmental standards outside of EU waters then imported
is not limited to the borders of the
onto European markets? Vella boasts →
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that Europe’s rules combating illegal,
unregulated and unreported fishing
“are some of the toughest in the
world. Only fisheries products that
have been certified as legal can access the EU market.”
This year’s Green Week will open
in Ljubljana, Slovenia, the 2016 European green capital. This accolade,
along with the European Green Leaf
award, “showcases what is possible
when a city demonstrates that it has
the vision to commit to sustainable
development.” Most of us live and
work in cities – urban areas are home
to two thirds of the EU’s population,
points out Vella – presenting a huge
environmental challenge. “As the urban population grows and the impacts
of climate change increase, our cities
have to adapt. This means planning
well in advance, designing changes
that reduce the impact of people on
the urban environment. That way,
people can have a viable and attractive
place to live, learn, work and play.”
Vella highlights that, “The leading
green cities already know how to reduce resource use, improve air quality,
mobility and access to green spaces,
while progressing towards a circular
economy. Investments are made in
energy-efficient buildings, clean transport, but also water, waste and green
infrastructure. The EU supports cities
in making innovative change happen
– for example through measures under
the EU urban agenda, financed inter
alia by the European regional development fund and Horizon 2020.”
The circular economy is certainly
one of the Commission’s flagship
projects, although the transition has
not exactly been smooth. It was withdrawn from the college’s 2015 work
programme, only to be reintroduced
in the 2016, though many critics
claimed the proposals had been
watered down. Still, insists Vella, “The
implementation of the circular economy action plan is on track. Last year,
Horizon2020 calls were launched on
‘Industry 2020 in the circular economy’. In March, we presented a revised
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“The implementation
of the circular economy
action plan is on track”
fertilisers regulation, which includes
measures to improve market access
for organic and bio-waste-based
fertilisers in the EU. The coming
months will see several more initiatives in areas such as green public
procurement, eco-design, food waste,
plastics, water re-use, chemicals, and
innovation. These many steps will,
I hope, bring us closer to the new
economy we need to ensure longterm prosperity.” “Discussions on the
legislative proposals on waste are off
to a good start in both the Council
and the Parliament. We are looking
forward to debating the draft report
prepared by Simona Bonafè, MEP in
the environment committee in June.”
Vella feels that Europe is ready for a
green economy, and people are adapting their behaviour accordingly. “The
seeds of change are already in place.

Europeans want to live well, but many
do not want this at any price. According to opinion polls, most Europeans
are unwilling to exchange damage
or destruction to nature in protected
areas for economic development.
Most of them also agree that social
and environmental factors should be
as important as economic criteria in
measuring progress in their country.”
“As the European Commission, we
want to reach out and engage with EU
citizens, the scientists, the policymakers, the entrepreneurs, the institutions
making the argument that investing
time and money in greener solutions
will bring back greater returns. We’re
working on all these fronts, and
Green Week is one example of the
type of important campaigns which
we hope will reach as many EU citizens as possible.”
@PARLIMAG
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The Southern
Gateway to the
European Market
Savona Vado, Genoa, La Spezia: three
of the leading Italian ports are situated
in Liguria in an arc spanning a-130km coastline. These ports provide
an efficient port system and logistic
service network close to the heart of
Europe. The major international port
and shipping companies have assumed
direct roles in the operation of the
Ligurian port terminals, implementing
important development projects in
collaboration with the Port Authorities.
The three harbours are today in a
strong position to propose competitive
offers in all key commodity sectors,
from cargo to passengers.
Upgrading rail links is one of the main
objectives of the Port Authorities in
order to extend the market towards
central and southern Europe, thereby
setting up a viable alternative to the
traditional transportation of goods
through the Northern Range ports.

The Ligurian
Ports Association

A port system to
serve Europe

Liguria is a region which has an agelong seafaring tradition. The Ligurian
Ports association originated from the
knowledge that only through close
collaboration between the three
harbours and by creating a “system”
could they hope to play a leading role
as a European gateway port to global
markets.

The new challenges faced by the
international shipping industry, from
vessel upsizing and more rigorous
environmental regulations to the
increase in the price of fuel, have
forced the major operators to review
their operational strategies, finding
more economical means and new
routes to serve the markets. Within
this framework, great opportunities
are opening up for the ports of the
northern Mediterranean, who are
called upon to assume the role as
premier southern gateway to the
European markets.

Since 1998 Savona Vado, Genoa and
La Spezia have taken part in the
Ligurian Ports association, with the
aim of presenting and promoting in
the international shipping community
the potential and the services of the
Ligurian port system.
The collaboration has received the
firm commitment of the Ligurian
Region, through Liguria International
which supports the projects for the
optimization of the Ligurian ports in
the global marketplace.

Consequently, Savona, Genoa and La
Spezia find themselves in a privileged
and strong strategic position, at the
centre of the routes which cross the
Mediterranean and close to the heart
of Europe. In a radius of 500 km from
Liguria sits the industrial and consumer
heartland of Central and Southern
Europe, which includes north Italy,
Switzerland, Austria and south Germany.

LPA figures 2015:
80 million tons, 3.6 million containers, 5 million passengers
www.ligurianports.it
liguria.indd 1
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Greening growth
In a world of finite resources,
investing in sustainable
methods of production
is crucial, and the private
sector has a great role to
play in this regard, writes
Jyrki Katainen
Jyrki Katainen is
European Commission Vice
President responsible for
jobs, growth and investment

T

This Commission is highly
committed to moving our market
economy in a more sustainable
direction. In the long run, this will
help our economy to become more
competitive and resilient, relieve
the pressure on our resources and
environment, create jobs and social
cohesion, and spur innovation.
Last year, we reached landmark
international agreements, with the
adoption of the sustainable development goals and the Paris protocol.
Sustainable development is also at
the heart of the EU’s efforts; take for
example the circular economy action
plan, the energy union strategy and
the Paris climate

wards a more sustainable world. For
this we need to green public budgets
in the EU and the member states and
beyond. Our strategies to promote
green growth must be underpinned
by an intelligent use of the EU’s and
member states’ resources, focusing
on increasing our efficiency and
creating the necessary synergies to
grasp all possible benefits.
We also need to move more actively beyond public finance and reach
out to private investors, who will
benefit from integrating long-term
factors into investment activities, as
would business and society at large.
This is recognised in the capital
markets union, which includes a
clear commitment from the Commission to promote and increase finance,
including long-term finance, for
environmental

he concept of sustainability
has come a long way since
the United Nations confer“Finance has a key role
ence on environment and
development, held in Rio in 1992.
to play in helping us
Over the 20-plus years since then,
transition towards a
sustainability has become a drivmore sustainable world”
ing force of Europe’s thinking and
policymaking. It has expanded to all
corners of our society and brought
along numerous parallel concepts.
In the European Commission we
are currently looking at new ways to
bring forward the concept of sustainability in the area of investments and
financing. As far as I am concerned,
the term ‘sustainable investments’
should be understood in its widest
sense and include investments that
are green, blue, low carbon etc.
The concept of sustainable investment cannot be restricted to projects
focusing on new environmentally
friendly technologies, although they
are central to the idea. We also need
to reflect on how to adapt the existing regulatory framework and help
more sustainable financing tools to
emerge. If we want our economies to
be more resilient in the wake of the
evolutions linked to climate change,
we need to provide compelling argu- agreement follow-up communicaand sustainable investments.
ments to encourage the relocation
tion.
We often hear that a key barrier
of assets towards more sustainable
I believe that finance has a key role for investors to take into account
solutions.
to play in helping us transition tosustainability information is the
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lack of underlying data. In an effort
to improve this situation, we have
brought forward initiatives to increase corporate transparency, such
as the legislation on non-financial
reporting that will be applicable by
the end of the year.
It can sometimes be difficult for
companies in environmental sectors
to gain access to finance. This is
due to a lack of understanding of
new business models or the issues
driving them. There is also an issue
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and resource-efficient economy, and
more broadly ‘greening growth’,
will require significant investment,
and hence private sources of capital
on a much larger scale than in the
past. Investment needs for resource
efficiency are estimated to be in the
range of €422-527bn, and EFSI can
help.
Under the infrastructure and
innovation window, the EFSI can,
for instance, boost the building of
biorefineries and renewable energy
sources in Europe (e.g. Äanekoski
bio-product mill). Green investment
projects worth around €16bn have
been approved by the EIB for EFSI
backing so far, with EIB financing
under EFSI amounting to €3bn in
11 member states. This means that
around half of the 57 projects approved so far in
the infrastructure
“Tomorrow’s
and innovation
economic growth will window are related to the green
go hand in hand with
economy.
resource efficiency”
In the SME
window, as of
last month, 165 operations have
been approved by the EIF for a total
investment value of around €48bn.
About 136,000 SMEs and Midcaps
are expected to benefit, in 21 member
states.
The era of plentiful and cheap
resources is over. If we want to meet
the needs of a growing global population within the sustainable limits
of the planet’s natural resources
and ecosystems, we have to shift
of scale and challenges in getting
from a model of economic progress
from innovation to the market. This
founded on labour productivity to a
may be perceived as a risky area. The model based on resource productivEuropean fund for strategic investity. Tomorrow’s economic growth
ments (EFSI) provides new financing will go hand in hand with resource
opportunities and can be the catalyst efficiency.
bringing investors and project proInnovation and technologies are
motors together.
key to Europe’s future and at the
The aim is to mobilise €315bn
heart of the EU’s policies. They are
worth of new investments with a
about using technological advances
maximum of private sector capital,
and new business models to reduce
initially over three years. Transition- our environmental impact and make
ing to a low-carbon, climate resilient better use of our resources.
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International Council for
Game and Wildlife Conservation
CIC – For the sustainable use of wildlife.

Hunting is Conservation –
Imagine if we stop hunting
Man plays a critical role in managing the
environment and one area that this is
particularly true in is sustainable hunting.
“Hunters are the guardians of nature and
wildlife,” stated George Aman, President
of the CIC, underlining the value that
conservation hunting brings to wildlife
conservation economically, socially, and
environmentally.

“Hunting is the most
economic and the most
science based way” –
Ali A. Kaka
The attempts of ideologicallymotivated opponents of hunting often
base their arguments on emotions rather
than scientific facts. Hunters represent
an educated conservation force on the
ground. The 30 million registered hunters
in the northern hemisphere (7 million in
Europe) are actively engaged in wildlife
management and conservation on a daily
basis, and partner with professional and
voluntary conservation organizations at
different levels.
Stopping hunting would have
disastrous consequences and a devastating
environmental impact. Putting the health
of humans and wildlife at risk, disrupting
food security, and dramatically increasing
human –wildlife conflict are just a few
examples of the potential costs.

The International Council for
Game and Wildlife Conservation and
Karl-Heinz Florenz, member of the
European Parliament and President of
the Intergroup on Biodiversity, Hunting
and Countryside, organized a round table
discussion in the heart of the European
Parliament with the theme “Imagine if we
stop hunting”.
Thierry de l’Escaille, Secretary
General of the European Landowners’
Organization, Ali A. Kaka, CIC
Ambassador to Africa and Wilfried
Pabst, owner of Sango in Save Valley
Conservancy in Zimbabwe joined KarlHeinz Florenz to discuss the topic based
on their experiences.

“...sustainable hunting
provides a major part
of the funding…” –
Wilfried Pabst

Watch
the discussion
on the CIC
Video Channel.

CIC Headquarters
H-2092 Budakeszi, P.O. BOX 82, Hungary • Phone: +36 23 453 830 • Fax: +36 23 453 832
E-mail: ofce@cic-wildlife.org • www.cic-wildlife.org

parliament_CIC_2016.indd
1
cic.indd 1
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On the path to sustainability
The green economy is the only way forward, and the EU
must ensure that all its tools are used appropriately to
continue in this direction, writes Giovanni La Via
Giovanni La Via (EPP,
IT) is Chair of Parliament’s
environment, public health
and food safety committee

T

he ‘green economy’ is now a
reality in Europe. According
to Eurostat, the production
of energy from renewable
sources and the manufacturing and
installation of heat and energy saving
equipment created nearly one million
jobs in the EU between 2000 and
2012. During that same period, the
green sector outperformed all other
economic sectors in terms of growth.
These are concrete results that we
reached after spending years implementing policies and investments.
And now, we are headed for even
better results.
Last December, 195 countries
came together in Paris to adopt the
world’s first universal climate change
agreement. The efforts and objectives contained in the text have set
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to boost sustainable growth and protect our planet and citizens’ health,
without endangering the competitiveness of our industries.
We need to do better on reaching
climate targets and the efficient use
of natural resources. Over the next
few years, not only will this require
developing new sectors of activity,
but also focusing and research to
avoid further waste and inefficiency.
A few examples: clearly separate

us on a path that is irreversible and
unstoppable. Implementing the Paris
protocol, together with the transition
to a circular economy in Europe, will
serve as strong drivers for innovation
and job creation.
A more sustainable economy does
not simply depend on political will.
It is increasingly the
result of a cost-benefit
“The production of energy from
approach by producrenewable sources and the
ers. We should work
manufacturing and installation of
together to bring forth
a shift. The mainheat and energy saving equipment
streaming of envicreated nearly one million jobs in the
ronmental policies in
EU between 2000 and 2012. During
economic activities is
that same period, the green sector
a necessity if we want
to achieve the targets
outperformed all other economic
set out at COP 21;
sectors in terms of growth”
these should be met in
Europe and globally.
Sectors such as energy, food, water, waste collection and more work on
transport, urban infrastructure, homes reuse and recycling than simple waste
and commercial buildings production disposal.
and consumption should be subject to
Environmental policies, when
a completely new approach. We need correctly implemented, have the
→
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capacity to generate relevant saving
to national budgets in terms of social
costs and ecosystem services. According to the European Commission, the
direct costs to society from air pollution, including damage to crops and
buildings, amount to about €23bn per
year. The benefits to people’s health
from implementing the package on
air quality amount to around €40bn
a year, over 12 times the costs of pollution abatement, which according to
estimates will reach €3.4bn per year
by 2030. These are precious resources
that will free up member states’ budgets, allowing them to finance innovation and new job opportunities.
As far as innovation is concerned
I would like to point out the need
to guarantee, if not increase, the EU
budget climate-related commitments
under the multiannual financial
framework 2014-2020.
Europe is home to many of the
world’s most innovative companies,
and holds a leading position in many
fields of knowledge and key future
28 | PARLIAMENT MAGAZINE 16 MAY 2016
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“Environmental
policies, when correctly
implemented, have the
capacity to generate
relevant saving to
national budgets in
terms of social costs and
ecosystem services”

The resolution also stressed the
need for a socially responsible transition towards high-quality green jobs.
In this context it will be necessary to
make efficient use of the European
social fund for programmes aimed at
up-skilling, training and retraining
employees.
technologies. The EU should further
In conclusion, I believe a greener
demonstrate its leadership through
future is the only option we have
the appropriate funding.
to preserve the quality of life of our
In a 2013 resolution on ecoinnovation, jobs and growth through citizens and increase the competitiveness of Europe in the global markets.
environmental policy, the European
The direction is clear, but as EuroParliament pointed out some condipean institutions we must guarantee
tions that must be met to achieve
green growth. First, there needs to be that all the appropriate tools are put
at the service of this goal. In other
better coordination at national and
words, we need good planning at all
local level to support regional partthe levels of governance, clear investnerships for growth, innovation, jobs
and cross-border initiatives. Member ment targets and, last but not least,
states should also provide incentives effective monitoring of how financial
for businesses, in particular SMEs, to instruments are used, not only to help
promote greater investment in private mainstream best practices, but also
sector research and development
to avoid any harmful subsidies for
(R&D) activities; in this context devel- environment. I believe that these are
oping the eco-innovation action plan the key actions in order to reach our
is a key tool.
ambitious goals.
@PARLIMAG
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GIOCONDA stands for young citizens count in the
decisions on environment and health.
It is a LIFE+ project, aimed at promoting institutionalized participation of
young people in local decision-making in the field of environment and health,
focusing on air and noise pollution. It is currently implemented in Italy.
GIOCONDA complies with the 7th Environment Action Programme,
assuming the safeguard of the citizens from environment-related pressures
and risks to health and wellbeing and the enhancement of our society’s
resilience. The project also fulfils the recommendations of the WHO
Parma Declaration on Environment and Health, signed in 2010.

HOW GIOCONDA WORKS

GIOCONDA proposes to Public Administrators to strengthen
their policies in the field of environment and health by
involving young citizens in the decision-making process.
Using a set of instruments available on a web based
platform, school children aged between 11 and 17
are engaged in a process of learning, knowledge
co-creation and recommendation production.
Children:
• create conceptual maps about risk
• find out local data on air and noise pollution
• fill in a questionnaire on risk perception and willingness
to pay (measuring what individuals are willing to
pay to reduce the likelihood of an adverse event)
• discuss the findings with teachers and experts,
in relation to specific local issues
• produce recommendations.

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING RESULTS

Air and noise pollution are a well-known risk for the health
and well-being of citizens, children in particular. The WHO
recognizes these risks environmental factors as modifiable:
solutions exist and the awareness raising is crucial.
Air monitoring
The levels of outdoor and indoor PM 10 and PM 2.5 were
within the limits of Italian regulations, but most exceed the
threshold proposed by the WHO to protect citizens’ health.
Instead, the levels of NO2 were within those threshold,
as well as that of benzene, although undesirable.
Noise monitoring
GIOCONDA’s researchers established a Global Noise Score,
as synthetic indicator of the acoustic situation in each
classroom. The noise monitoring showed a negative score
in most of the project’s areas, especially indoors and mainly
due to structural issues with the school buildings.

RESULTS ON POLICIES

During the first 1.5 years, 6 administrations and 14 schools actively participated, with almost 800 young citizens.
• The Ravenna Municipality included GIOCONDA’s science-based recommendations in the Urban Plan of Sustainable Mobility
• Taranto and San Miniato Municipalities accepted the proposal to set up a Young Citizens’ Council
• School administrations are more aware of environmental pressures and committed to improving the situation
• New Municipalities adopting GIOCONDA: Ferrara, Calcinaia, Montopoli.

PARTNERSHIP

The Institute of Clinical Physiology
of the Italian National Research
Council, IFC-CNR, coordinates
GIOCONDA in collaboration with:
Local authorities, who want to
set up a dialogue with their young
citizens regarding the environment
and health, a highly critical topic.
(Ravenna Municipality and
Lower Valdarno Society
for Health, 4 municipalities and a Local Health Agency).
Environmental agencies, who provide environmental monitoring,
reliable data and risk maps as a basis for a constructive dialogue
based on scientific knowledge (ARPA Emilia Romagna and
ARPA Puglia, Regional Environmental Protection Agencies).
Scientific Research Bodies, providing knowledge in
environmental health, epidemiology, sociology, psychology
(IFC-CNR and Università Suor Orsola Benincasa).

Gioconda Project - new font - FP - as.indd 1

Funded by LIFE+ Environment Policy & Governance
LIFE13 ENV/IT/000225
www.gioconda.ifc.cnr.it
Contact: Liliana Cori, liliana.cori@ifc.cnr.it
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Future-proof
decision making
The impact of decisions
we make today will last
decades, so we must
think carefully when
implementing new policies,
writes Benedek Jávor

things, including the sustainable use means that permissions given to, and
of resources, reducing greenhouse
money invested in, power plants togas emissions, as well as green job
day, incentives given to different technologies in the construction sector in
creation. Let’s take a look at decarthe next 15 years, every cent we spend
bonisation, as an example. The EU
today will determine our success in
is committed to moving towards
a low-carbon
achieving our
decarbonisation
economy and fully
“We must immediately goals in 2050. To
Benedek Jávor (Greens/EFA,
decarbonising its
start phasing out
HU) is a Vice-Chair of Parliament’s energy system by
be in line with the
environment, public health and
2050, in line with
long term goals of
environmentally
food safety committee
its energy security,
the EU, we must
harmful subsidies
environmental and
plan investments
– as called for
economic goals.
carefully and focus
repeatedly by the
Now, what are
exclusively on prohe theme of this year’s Green
the implications
jects that are fully
Week is ‘investing for a
European Parliament.
for us over the
sustainable and
greener future’. What does
Unfortunately, as far I
next five to 20
avoid a lock-in in
this mean from a decision
can see, there has been technologies that
years? As we all
maker’s perspective? First of all, it
no significant progress are incompatible
means we shouldn’t wait until it’s too know, investments
with decarbonisalate. It’s time for a change in mindsets in the power sector
in this direction”
tion.
last 20 to 60 years
and attitudes, in policymaking, in
This implies that
investment decisions, fund allocation (even the simplest
of house renovations shows that a de- we must immediately start phasing
and project selection methods. The
out environmentally harmful subsicision made today continues to have
time for action is now.
A greener future implies many
an impact 15 to 20 years on). This also dies – as called for repeatedly by the

T
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European Parliament. Unfortunately,
as far I can see, there has been no
significant progress in this direction.
I would even go further, by eradicating any indirect and hidden forms of
support for fossil fuels, as these may
be even more harmful. In addition,
permits for fossil fuel-based power
plants need to be revised as soon as
possible and by 2030 at the latest,
there should be a moratorium for all
fossil fuel-based investments.
Yet the decarbonisation goal does
not only affect the energy system – it
has clear links with the forest sector
(where timber rotation periods are 50100 years, excluding wood crops for
short rotation forestry) as well as land
use and agriculture. Even water management practices should be aligned
with the climate and decarbonisation
goals over the coming ten to 15 years.
In light of the commitment made
by the EU for the Paris climate
agreement, we also need to raise the

ambition level in many policy areas
by upgrading existing targets – this
would include targets for energy
efficiency and renewables, offering
not only substantial climate mitigation gains but also high job creation
potential.
I also advocate for a comprehensive
set of sustainability criteria that
should be applied to all investments,
for large-scale infrastructure projects
in particular, in order to ensure that
all the environmental, social and
economic concerns along the whole
life-cycle of these investments are
fully considered.
There is one more important point
I wish to make. As Green Week’s
agenda also highlights, all investment decisions we take today hugely
impact the rights and well-being of
future generations.
As an MEP, I trust that decision
makers will gradually embrace longterm thinking and work towards

turning our policies and investments
future-proof. However, these days,
policy makers are generally more sensitive to the interests of the current
generation – or even to that of lobby
groups. In order to make the right
decisions today, we might consider
changes in the institutional set-up of
decision-making at European level,
and establish a new role which would
act as an independent advocate for future generations – an ombudsman to
bridge the gap between current and
future generations.
All in all, I believe that decisionmakers can enable the shift towards
a greener future by providing the
right framework with ambitious goals
and targets and by taking informed,
long-term decisions implementing
the principles of sustainable development. Together with the commitment
of other stakeholders, this is a prerequisite for a successful transition to a
more sustainable Europe.

“As an MEP, I trust that
decision makers will
gradually embrace
long-term thinking
and work towards
turning our policies
and investments
future-proof. However,
these days, policy
makers are generally
more sensitive to the
interests of the current
generation – or even to
that of lobby groups”
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LIFEGENMON Forest Genetic
Monitoring Plot near Dvor, Slovenia

F

Photos by Domen Finžgar and Boris Rantaša • schematic presentation by Dr. Marjana Westergren

orests face a large number of
increasing threats: forest trees are
long-lived organisms which cannot
move away from unfavourable
conditions, and cannot adapt during
their life-time to fast climate change
and frequent extreme weather
events. The consequences of these can be seen in
Slovenian forests: approximately 60% of Slovenia
is covered by co-naturally managed forests, yet,
the extreme prolonged ice sleet in February 2014,
which covered trees with several centimeters
of ice, has damaged around 40% of them. The
disastrous consequences were followed by an
extremely dry vegetation season in 2015 which
supported a number of outbreaks of bark beetles
which further decimated Norway spruce. The late
spring snow-fall in 2016 was just the last touch to
the devastation of the wood producing capacity of
a big part of Slovenian forests.
Climate change under current scenarios and its
effects on forests might thus lead to a drastic
change of our landscape: spruce can be reduced
to merely 15%, restricted to the high elevation
areas, and beech from 70% of the forest area today
to 30%. There is an urgent need to safeguard
the adaptability potential of our forests, and the
main approach is by safeguarding biodiversity at
the gene and species level. Higher biodiversity

lifegenmon.indd 1

at gene, species and ecosystem level leads to
increased resilience of a forest ecosystem in
relation to climate change effects.
Species level biodiversity includes different forest
tree and shrub species with all their accompanying
organisms, while within-species diversity, the
genetic diversity, can allow the future generations
of forest trees to survive and adapt to the
changing environmental conditions, and to cope
with emerging number of existing and imported
pests and diseases.
By introducing genetic monitoring into
sustainable forest management and conservation
programmes, one has the tool in hand to assess
information on relevant changes of a species and
its populations, and the variation in adaptive and
neutral genetic variation through time. Based on
indicators of genetic variability, and their verifiers,
forest genetic monitoring can serve as an early
warning system to aid the assessment of a species
response to environmental change at a long term
temporal scale.

The goal is to develop and standardise a system
for the genetic monitoring of forest trees in order
to facilitate the certification of forest reproductive
material and the implementation of concepts of
dynamic conservation of forest genetic resources.
The outputs shall comprise
developed measures for
adaptive forest management
The LIFEGENMON project
based on genetic forest
area spreads across the
protection.
transect from southern
Germany to Greece; black
dots: FGM plots for beech
and silver fir in Germany,
Slovenia and Greece

The project LIFEGENMON is
an implementation project
within the European LIFE
environmental fund, lasting
from July 2014 till June
2020, combining efforts of
6 partners from Germany
– Bavaria, Slovenia and
Greece, and experts from
all the countries within the
transect between the Alps and
Olympus.

Sampling
of cones at
a Silver fir
forest genetic
monitoring
plot in
Smolarjevo,
Slovenia

Data: total funding 5.484.162€, 50%
financed by the EU LIFE, co-funded
by national sources, in Slovenia by
the Ministry of the Environment and Spatial
Planning, Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and
Food, and the Slovenian Forestry Institute (the
coordinating partner); in Germany the Bayerisches
Staatsministerium für Ernährung, Landwirtschaft
und Forsten, and in Greece the Green Fund.
The institute and project’s public websites
and social profiles:
www.gozdis.si
www.lifegenmon.si
www.facebook.com/lifegenmon
www.twitter.com/lifegenmon
www.linkedIn.com/company/lifegenmon
Contacts
LIFEGENMON Project Leader / Project Coordinator:
Prof. Dr. Hojka Kraigher,
Slovenian Forestry Institute,
hojka.kraigher@gozdis.si
Tjaša Baloh, Project Manager,
tjasa.baloh@gozdis.si
Boris Rantaša, Dissemination Manager,
boris.rantasa@gozdis.si
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Green growth: an engine
for SME competitiveness

using what was previously considered order to reap the benefits of a rapidly
evolving environment.
and treated as ‘waste’ as a resource,
A number of SMEs are already both
SMEs can minimise risks and directly
benefiting from and acting as motors
cut production costs that, in turn, will
of green growth. These companies
lead to better competitiveness.
don’t just make business out of the
Other opportunities are the result
environment; by providing innovative
of new societal trends, such as the
growing shift in consumer demand for services, technologies and products,
they are key agents of change and
greener products, technologies and
services. Consumers increasingly have enablers of an economy-wide transition. SMEs are particularly active in
preferences beyond the simple price
Daniel Calleja Crespo
is Director General of the
fields such as recycling, repair and
issue. Businesses on the top of the
European Commission’s
supply chain have increasing require- innovation, which are core sectors of
DG environment
ments for such products. To meet this the circular economy.
However, beyond the success stories,
demand, companies are ‘greening’
there are still plenty of unexploited
their products, production methods,
opportunities. Many SMEs are lagging
MEs are the backbone of the technologies and business models.
behind in understanding the interest
European economy. We need
As with every transition, the transiin, let alone the need for, change and
and want them to grow, to be tion to a circular economy requires
successful and also to seize
the availability of capital, information, in acquiring the capacity to implement
that change.
all the opportunities of green growth.
capacity and skills.
Indeed, surveys reResource efficiency and the transition This is where SMEs,
“The mobilisation
veal uneven progress.
to a circular economy provide many
precisely because of
of public and
Around 93 per cent of
such opportunities for our SMEs.
their size, often have
private financing
SMEs in the EU are
Some opportunities arise from
an advantage over
taking at least one
constraints. For instance, in today’s
many big companies:
is, of course,
globally linked economy, resource
they are generally
absolutely crucial action to be more resource efficient, but in
price volatility and risks associated
more flexible and are
and access to
most cases it is a lowwith security of supply are growing.
capable of making
funding is a
cost action. SMEs also
Unlike big companies, SMEs are often quick decisions, which
allow them to move
poorly equipped to mitigate these
recognised hurdle encounter problems
in turning their waste
into niche markets
risks. By using fewer resources, such
facing SMEs”
into a resource: only
as energy, water, and raw materials and and change profiles in
→

It is often easier for SMEs to
adapt to change than it is
for larger companies, giving
them a clear advantage in
the transition to a green
economy, says Daniel
Calleja Crespo
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24 per cent sell it to another company,
in contrast to the 44 per cent of large
companies which already do so. While
the world market for environmental industries is expected to triple by 2030,
87 per cent of SMEs in the EU only sell
in their national markets.
That is why the European Commission is actively promoting resource
efficiency, circular economy, ecoinnovation and participation in green
markets among SMEs with targeted
communication, support and treatment. The aim is to make SMEs betterplaced to engage in and benefit from
related actions.
Our flagship initiative is the green
action plan for SMEs (GAP), which
we have been implementing since
2014. It has 34 European level actions
aimed at building capacity, promoting and financing resource efficiency
and circular economy. For example,
later this year we will launch a webbased European resource efficiency
self-assessment tool for SMEs, and in
early 2017 we will set up a resource efficiency excellence centre for SMEs to
provide training, capacity building and
information materials for SMEs and
for national support organisations.
The mobilisation of public and
private financing is, of course, abso34 | PARLIAMENT MAGAZINE 16 MAY 2016
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“Many SMEs are lagging
behind in understanding
the interest in, let alone
the need for, change
and in acquiring the
capacity to implement
that change”
lutely crucial and access to funding
is a recognised hurdle facing SMEs.
Dedicated funding streams under
Horizon 2020, LIFE and COSME are
well tailored to help SMEs in investment and innovation activities that
should lead to realising green growth.
The Commission is also encouraging
the private sector to apply for funding
for circular economy projects under
the European fund for strategic investments, and is assessing the possibility
of launching a specific platform, together with the European Investment
Bank and national banks. This year’s
Green Week will offer plenty of opportunities to learn about and discuss
investment and financing also related
to SMEs. There will be a dedicated
session focussing on SME financing
that will unpack EU support measures
that can help to develop a company in
a green, circular economy.
The European Commission also
operates a number of practical tools
that SMEs can use to become more

successful in
green markets.
The European
eco-management
and audit scheme
(EMAS) allows
companies to
improve their resource efficiency
and save money.
The EU ecolabel
designates the
best performing
products and thus
gives them a competitive advantage compared to
their less environmentally friendly
competitors. We
are currently
piloting the environmental footprint
methods (PEF/OEF), which will allow
the environmental performance of
products and services to be assessed,
avoiding so called ‘green washing’.
And the environmental technology
verification (ETV) scheme offers the
possibility to verify and recognise the
performance of eco-innovative technologies at an affordable price.
Finally, I want to mention that DG
Environment is currently preparing
the implementation of a pilot project
adopted for financing by the European
Parliament. The project will facilitate
knowledge transfer, exchange of innovative best practices and develop capacity for SMEs on circular economy,
eco-innovation and participation on
green markets.
We count on the continued active
involvement of the European Parliament and we will also continue to
work together with SME associations,
support agencies and administrations
in member states. It is our shared task
to facilitate green investment also for
SMEs with the right support and the
right policies. This will make companies more successful, increase growth
and competitiveness of our economy
and create a cleaner and healthier
environment.
@PARLIMAG
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COBRAProject
Putting
cement
into
brake
pads

kg phenolic resin compared to 3-9.4
MJ/kg cement) and water (94-282 l/
kg phenolic resin compared to 1.75.1 l/kg cement) consumption.
In addition this novel technology will
avoid the emission of Volatile Organic
Compounds (VOCs) and secondary
ultrafine particulates (PM0.1 in
particular) generated during brake pad
manufacturing and during braking by
traditional phenolic-resin-made pads.
The innovation introduced by the COBRA
project through the replacement of the
phenolic resin with inorganic hydraulic
binders in the realization of brake pads will
have significant environmental benefits:
from the reduction of energy (cold
manufacturing process compared to the
traditional energy demanding production
process) and water consumption during
the production process to the abatement
of emissions of secondary ultrafine
particles and greenhouse gases.
Such challenging achievements are
in line with many EU Environment
and Health Policies.

State-of-the-art brake pads are constituted
by thermosetting phenolic resins, which
are suitable for friction and relatively
high contact temperature applications.
Moreover, reinforcing and filling
constituents (about 90% in mass) are
incorporated into the polymeric matrix.
The COBRA project – started in July 2014
and lasting 45 months – will demonstrate
a completely novel brake pad production
technology that will be based on a
hydraulic binder instead of phenolic resins,
at comparable braking performance.
Raw materials involved in the innovative
hydraulic binder production will bring
about a reduced energy (75-83 MJ/

The introduction onto the market of
cementitious brake pads substituting
the traditional phenolic resin brake pads
will be guaranteed by the demonstration
(besides economic, environmental and
health benefits) of the high technical
performance of the final product. Besides
performance, the new products will be
tested in terms of guaranteeing appropriate
low levels of noise, vibration and harshness.
Four Italian partners are
involved in the COBRA project

of braking, durability as a function
of the friction compound. Brembo,
in view of future potential industrial
production, is developing a full
automatic prototypal pilot line pressing
station and brake pad prototypes.

CTG (Technical Centre of
Italcementi Group) sets up and
characterizes novel cementitious
materials for the manufacture of braking
pads entailing a lower impact on the
environment and on health. The project
activities involve laboratory tests and
the setting-up of a pilot line for the
production of the new materials.

The IRCCS Mario Negri Institute
for Pharmacological Research
- Department of Environmental
Health Sciences is responsible for
the chemical characterization and
toxicological assessment of nanoparticles
generated by braking systems,
while the Department of Biomedical
Engineering is involved in toxicity
studies using human cell lines in vitro.

CiaoTech S.r.l. (PNO Group)
conducts a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)
analysis in order to assess the carbon
footprint and environmental impact of
the project from the procurement of raw
materials to the product’s disposal.
This project LIFE13 ENV/IT/000492 – LIFE+ COBRA
receives the contribution of the LIFE financial
instrument of the European Commission.

Brembo, the project coordinator,
conducts performance tests on the
cement-based brake pads in terms

www.cobralifeproject.eu
info@cobralifeproject.eu
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FITOVID : Implementation of Demonstrative & Innovative Strategies
to reduce the use of phytosanitary products in viticulture
Ana M. Díez-Navajas1, Alejandro Barranco2, Sandra Rainieri2, Ramón Barrio3, Carmen Sampedro3,
Emilio Gil4, Montserrat Gallart4, Artzai Picón5, Cristina L. Saratxaga5, Amaia Ortiz1.

R

educing the number of fungicides
applications in viticulture is a crucial key
to decrease the phytochemical input in
environment, and a requirement in European
environmental policies. Grape culture prophylaxis
gathers worldwide one of the highest outlay in
fungicides, and its reduction will be beneficial
for environment and human health. Different
strategies are being applied for this purpose in
LIFE FITOVID project, to control grape downy and
powdery mildew in endemic areas.
Meteorological parameters allow studying the
corresponding disease risk and the treatment
time point. Monitoring spore concentrations,
by collecting samples by passive spore traps,
remains a good disease control strategy that,
integrated with the use of meteorological
data, provides a valuable tool to establish
the basis for an accurate, modern Integrated

Pest Management strategy in the vineyard. A
strategy based on the creation of a prototype for
hyperspectral imaging, will allow detecting the
pathogen before first disease symptoms appear.
And the benefits of a well efficient application
process by good calibrated machinery and
beneficial inspections will allow the effectiveness
of the spray application using a well-adjusted
and inspected sprayer. This measure could reduce
up to 30% of the used pesticides.
After fungicide applications, soil and water
samples are analyzed to verify the reduction of
inputs in both media. Additionally, chemical and
toxicological analysis of fungicides performed on
the zebrafish animal model in berry, grape juice
and wine will allow detecting a possible decrease
in the concentration of harmful chemicals and
the consequences and effect of such decrease on
human health.

Dept. Plant Protection. NEIKERTecnalia. Campus agroalimentario
de Arkaute. Apdo. 80. E-01080
Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain.
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Food Research Division. AZTI.
Parque Tecnológico de Bizkaia. Edif.
609. E-48160 Derio (Bizkaia), Spain.

2

Dept. Analytical Chemistry,
Faculty of Pharmacy. University of
the Basque Country (UPV/EHU).
Paseo de la Universidad 7. E-01006
Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain

3

4
DEAB. Universitat Politècnica de
Catalunya (UPC), Esteve Terradas,
8. Edif. D 4. Campus del Baix
Llobregat, Barcelona, Spain.
5
Special Machinery Business Area,
Computer Vision group. Tecnalia.
Parque Tecnológico de Bizkaia. Edif.
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WASATEX, a project really Green
RE-USE OF TEXTILE INDUSTRY WATER

Wasatex is a project co-funded by the UE Commission, under the Eco-Innovation program.
Europrogetti and Aspel realized the upgrade of a water treatment plant in Olimpias Group, site
in Osijek (Croatia). The plant is now able to recover up to 90% of the treated water in the dyeing
processes, with the consequence of significant reduction of the water inlet and discharge cost.
It is the first of this kind in the Europe.
http://wasatex.eu
We expect to achieve extraordinary Improved Environmental
Performance of whole Water Treatment Plant in:

 reduction of Greenhouse gas emissions
 reduced water consumption
 reduction of cost of process
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It’s time to kick-start our
job-rich green economy
Transitioning to a green
economy will help to boost
quality European jobs,
argues Jean Lambert
Jean Lambert (Greens/
EFA, UK) is Parliament’s
rapporteur on the green
employment initiative

G

rowth does not necessarily
equal jobs, and even less
does it equal decent, secure,
sustainable jobs. Green job
creation is not getting the attention
it deserves and it’s time for EU policies to shed their preoccupation with
economic growth and to instead focus
on driving a job-rich recovery which
doesn’t trash the planet.
The green employment initiative
passed by the Parliament last year was
a positive step in the right direction. It
set out the job creation potential of the
green economy and showed the support that exists for green job creation
policies, including workforce engagement in a green, just transition.
But since last summer not enough
has happened to realise this potential,
and there have even been backwards
developments.
The withdrawal and subsequent
rewriting of the circular economy
package was bad news for jobs. A
comparison of the 2014 and the 2015
packages shows 110,000 potential
jobs have been lost in the new version. Measures to properly pursue a
circular economy can create half a
million new jobs in the EU. We cannot
afford to miss opportunities, waste
time and sideline jobs like this.
One area to be addressed is longterm reassurance to green businesses.
WWW.THEPARLIAMENTMAGAZINE.EU
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Through legislation, the EU can
give certainty to emerging sectors
and help them meet their potential.
European Commission figures suggest that up to 20 million jobs could
be created in the green economy by
2020. Direct and indirect employment
in the wind, wave and tidal energy
sectors could grow from 34,000 in
2013 to over 100,000 by 2023 within
the EU. And we already know from
figures that it is green sectors which
have best weathered recession and

services or administration.
What’s needed next is legislation
for the integration of labour into a
circular economy so we can ensure
the requisite skill set is built for the
transition to a low-resource Europe.
The Commission’s new skills agenda
for Europe, promised in its 2016 work
programme, will be an important test
of its seriousness on this. And we also
need all groups in the Parliament to
get on board with the fact that new
jobs and decent work can come with

“As some
commodities
and products
are replaced
with more
efficient
and modern
alternatives,
workers can
be given retraining and
new skills”
created most net jobs in Europe during the economic crises.
Another area to be addressed is the
transition of workers in polluting industries. The phasing-out of polluting
sectors and practices does not have
to lead to job losses. As some commodities and products are replaced
with more efficient and modern
alternatives, workers can be given
re-training and new skills. There are
plenty of decent jobs to be had that
contribute to preserving or restoring the quality of the environment:
whether it is in agriculture, industry,

the expansion of the environmental
sector. These concepts can work in
tandem, and in fact they must.
If the EU is to tackle unemployment
and start to live within planetary
boundaries, we can waste no more
time in kick-starting a job-rich green
economy. Environmental sustainability must be part of building an
economy that is fit for the future.
Legislation which brings about
EU-wide greener practices has the
real potential to create sustainable
employment and business practices
for generations to come.
16 MAY 2016 PARLIAMENT MAGAZINE | 37
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Greening the CAP

in rural areas should be on renewable energy, such as wind, solar and
water power, as well as energy from
managing waste in biogas plants
that not only have a positive effect
The EU is taking great strides to promote green farming
on limiting emissions of greenhouse
practices through the reformed common agricultural
gases but have also the potential to
policy, explains Czesław Siekierski
create jobs in rural areas. Since these
investments require large funds, it is
Czesław Siekierski (EPP,
some of the basic payment. Farms
necessary to support such projects
PL) is Chair of Parliament’s
under 10ha have been excluded from with public financing.
agriculture and rural
the diversification rule, while the ecoWater shortages and progressive
development committee
logical focus area requirement does
degradation of soil are becoming
not apply to farms
increasingly problemunder 15ha.
atic for Europe’s rural
“A strong focus of
or some time now, the comThe second pilareas. For that reason,
green investment
mon agricultural policy
lar of the CAP also
further investments
(CAP) has been evolving
contains environmenin water and improvin rural areas
towards increased promotally friendly actions,
ing infrastructure are
should be on
tion of environmentally and climate
which cover 30 per
needed, as well suprenewable energy, porting practices that
friendly agricultural practices. A
cent of its budget.
such as wind, solar benefit the soil (coungreening mechanism was introduced These include goals
in the latest CAP reform, including a such as rebuilding,
teracting its loss of
and water power”
so-called ‘green payment’, which will
protecting and
fertility, erosion and
amount to 30 per cent of the basic
strengthening agriacidification).
payment farmers receive for providcultural and forest ecosystems (bioSocial awareness on high levels of
ing public goods to society and the
logical diversity, water, soil), promot- air contamination with dust, benzoenvironment. In order to receive this
ing effective use of resources (water,
pyrene and other harmful compounds
payment, they will have to diversify
energy) and supporting the transition in rural areas, is increasing, especially
towards a lowin the new member states. The main
carbon economy reasons for this contamination are
(the use of
emissions from low chimneys resultrenewable energy ing from burning solid fuels in housesources, limiting holds. This phenomenon is particularthe emission of
ly troubling for the densely populated
greenhouse gasareas and in the heating period and
ses, retention and results in very serious health and
storage of carbon economic repercussions. That is why
dioxide).
large investments are needed in this
In addition, EU area for replacing heating systems for
cohesion policy
ones that are more ecological while
should, to a larger promoting knowledge and best pracextent, finance
tices among residents.
investments in
Rural areas and agriculture are also
rural areas that
a place where rich culture, tradition
serve to increase and customs continue to be cultiterritorial cohevated. Efforts should be made in order
their crops, retain pastures, set up
sion based on easing up relations
to preserve and promote this heritage,
ecological focus areas or carry out
between urban and rural areas. We
which often constitutes an additional
other, equivalent practices. Those not should develop access to broadband
source of income for people living in
abiding by these requirements will be internet so that those from rural areas rural areas and leads to the developsubject to penalties that could reach
can provide services others, even
ment of agrotourism that often supup to 125 per cent of the green payfrom other continents.
plements or even serves as an alternament, meaning they would also lose
A strong focus of green investment tive to agricultural production.

F
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Investing in People Means
Investing in Nature
Every year, there are fewer and fewer
land managers in Europe, and every
year they get older. There are nowhere
near enough young people to take
their place, and they are sorely needed
to maintain the landscapes and
biodiversity that Europe is rightly proud
of. In order to secure current and future
investment in the countryside, we must
ensure that those who take care of it are
well rewarded. Currently, many of them
are not. I believe that property rights,
payment for public goods and better
price distribution in the food chain are a
true necessity to change this dynamic.
The first guarantee for investment
and prosperity in the countryside is
a solid foundation in property rights.
When these are secure, farmers and
land managers can make the needed
long-term investments with capital
based on property. They should also not
just be secure for economic reasons;
property rights also provide the basis of
better private care for the environment.
When you pass on your land, as the
majority of European farmers will do,
you have the right incentives to take
good, long-term care of that land.
Second, we must seriously consider a
new model that allows land managers,
including foresters and farmers, to
be paid for the public goods they
provide. European farmers are now
only 3% of the population, but we
control 40% of the land – this make us

the largest single group responsible
for the countryside. Right now, our
prices do not pay for the positives of
well-managed land such as clean water,
good air, and views and landscapes
that draw in hundreds of millions of
visitors every year. I believe that land
managers should be rewarded for these
unpaid, but highly valued, services.
Finally, we should demand changes
to the food chain in terms of profits
and pricing. It is unreasonable that the
primary producers are so often not
rewarded for their efforts. Last year,
the European Parliament reported
that the average family farm income
in Europe is 16.500 euro. That is far
too low a return for all their hard
work. Because of the continuously
escalating price-wars between different
supermarkets and other parts of the
food chain, farmers are most often
not in a position to shift the price.
These three elements will bring in
the investments that our countryside
needs. In order to be green, farmers
and foresters must first be in the black.
Debts and low wages have always
caused long-term environmental
damage as necessity and expedience
takes over from long-term responsible
care. However, with secure property
rights, rewards for public goods and
a fair share of the price, I believe we
can continue to make the European
countryside a better place.
The ELO will be hosting
a Twitter Chat on

“Investing in the
Countryside – is
the CAP Enough?”
ELO Asbl
Rue de Trèves 67 • 1040 Bruxelles, Belgique
Tel : +32 (0)2 234 30 00
Fax : +32 (0)2 234 30 09
Email : elo@elo.org | www.elo.org
EULandownersOrg
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Europeanlandowners

Thierry de l’Escaille
Secretary General, European
Landowners’ Organization (ELO)

From 20:00 to 22:00
Central European Time
on Tuesday, May 31.
Use #AgriChatEU and
share your view!
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Protecting biodiversity
in Europe and beyond
It is crucial that fisheries
in areas beyond national
jurisdictions are included
in any negotiations on the
international agreement on
marine biodiversity, argues
Norica Nicolai

agreement (UNFSA) would be counterproductive at best, if not harmful.
This agreement, while it has its faults
and limitations, is a good document
that established, among other things,
the role and functions of regional
fisheries management organisations
(RFMOs).
Another important aspect of the
report is the use and the logic behind
Norica Nicolai (ALDE, RO) is
rapporteur on the agreement
marine protected areas (MPAs).
on marine biodiversity in areas
Establishing MPAs in areas beyond
beyond national jurisdiction
national jurisdiction has to be coordinated and integrated within a
system and a network, securing the
s Parliament’s rapporteur on protection of species
fisheries aspects within the on a wider
international agreement on area and
marine biodiversity in area therefore
beyond national jurisdiction, in relation to the United Nations convention achieving
the expected reon the law of the sea (UNCLOS), my
main work has consisted in finding a sults. It would be hugely
unlikely to yield good results for two
set of objectives that would express
neighbouring MPAs, for example,
the position of our House on the
negotiations that are taking place and if the area between them is highly
give the Commission strong and clear exploited. As we know, marine biodisupport.
versity represents a whole system and
should be protected
and managed as such.
“There can be no functional
The third key aspect
international agreement for areas
is the one which, in
beyond national jurisdiction,
my opinion, brings the
whole system together:
hoping to achieve good and healthy
management of marine biodiversity, the creation of a structure, an institution
without the inclusion of fisheries”
that has the mandate
to coordinate the work
done within the framework of the new
Parliament’s message is clear, and
agreement. This is crucial, because
is in line with the Commission’s perthe new agreement’s most important
spective. There can be no functional
objective should be the coordination
international agreement for areas
and integration of the existing agreebeyond national jurisdiction, hoping
to achieve good and healthy manage- ments on different types of activities
ment of marine biodiversity, without
taking place in areas beyond national
the inclusion of fisheries. Meanwhile, jurisdiction, while covering the ones
renegotiating the 1995 UN fish stocks that are not yet under any agreement.

A
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The first steps and negotiations
on the possibility of developing this
new agreement started in 2004 and
progress up until now has been slow.
The UN General Assembly has now
decided to open official negotiations
for this agreement. Throughout these
talks, has always been the strongest
voice in promoting and supporting
this new agreement. It is very important that the work the EU does in
managing and protecting marine biodiversity in its own waters, through
regulations on different activities,

the CFP, and the cooperation and the
coordination with the RFMOs, be integrated into an international system
that secures a level playing field for
our industries and assures our member states that their work is not being
cancelled out by the activities of third
countries.
I have to say, the EU does not have
the answers to all that marine biodiversity protection entails. There is a
lot more work to be done in finding
the right balance between our needs,
our industry’s needs and protecting
the ecosystems. Nevertheless, we
have been doing more than most
countries, and we have reached a
point where our work is being counterbalanced by others, because we
are talking about a whole, integrated
system of marine life, and unfair
competition for our industries, that
have to respect standards that other
countries don’t have.
@PARLIMAG
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AIMPLAS develops micro-irrigation systems that
reduce the plastic wastes generated by half
Micro-irrigation pipes are currently thrown away at
the middle of their lifespan, since their obstruction
with organic matter prevents the flow of water.
The project RIGA, coordinated by AIMPLAS, prevents
the accumulation of microorganisms inside the
pipes and the introduction of roots through the
drippers thanks to polyethylene’s additivation with
anti-root and antimicrobial substances, totally
safe for the environment and human health.

The micro-irrigation systems used in horticulture and floriculture
have currently silent enemies that make them useless long
before materials end their lifespan, such as polyethylene, which
they are manufactured from. These enemies are the roots of the
own crops they irrigate and that,
attracted by water flowing through
the pipes, get into the drippers
and reduce the flow of water little
by little. Besides, the water used to
irrigate it is not clean in most cases
and produces the accumulation of
microorganisms in the walls of the
pipes, which are finally detached,
thus originating obstruction in
the irrigation system. For that
reason, micro-irrigation systems
must be replaced at the middle
of their lifespan, thus doubling
not only farmers’ spending, but also the amount of plastic
waste generated and the carbon footprint due to the
use of twice the products that would be needed.
In order to solve this problem, AIMPLAS, the Plastics Technology
Centre (Spain), coordinates since July, 2014, the project
RIGA, lasting two and a half years and developed within the
framework of the European Eco – Innovation Programme.
The main purpose of the research is to implement microirrigation systems with new antimicrobial and anti-root
functionalities, allowing to increase their functionality until the
end of their lifespan and without a significant cost increase.

AIMPLAS - FP - as.indd 1

Safe additives
The project is in the testing phase since last summer and, to
that end, different crop systems have been used for agricultural
crops such as cauliflower, zucchini, lettuce, rosemary and
tomato; as well as ornamental plants, such as spathiphyllum,
chlorophytum, scindapsus and rhododendron. Riga is expected
to end next DecemberOnly non-toxic environmentallyfriendly substances, safe for human, animal and plant health
have been used for all developments. AIMPLAS is working
on the introduction of antimicrobial and trifluralin-free
anti-root substances together with other five companies
and technology centres. The role of AIMPLAS within the
project has consisted in developing the masterbatch with
the additives selected and adjusting in its pilot plant the pipe
production process by means of extrusion, as well as the
mechanical analysis and testing the lifespan of the product.
The results of the project RIGA are aimed at manufacturers,
distribution companies and pipes and drippers’ installers,
farmers, gardeners, etc. On the other hand, the new microirrigation system components might be easily replicated
for a wide range of sectors, such as construction and
canalization and pipe systems for water distribution.
Ready for industrialization
RIGA’s consortium provides the
resources and expertise required
to achieve the project objectives,
with a multidisciplinary approach
combining the knowledge and
expertise gained by partners’
activity in the different areas along
the micro-irrigation system value
chain, from the compounding
process, developed by GALLOPLAST
(Spain), to the final products (microirrigation system), manufactured by
IRRITEC (Italy). The final validation
of the pipes has been made by the VEGETABLE RESEARCH
CENTRE EAST-FLANDERS, and the RESEARCH CENTRE FOR
ORNAMENTAL PLANTS, both in Belgium, with the support of
CENTRO DI SPERIMENTAZIONE E ASSISTENZA AGRICOLA (Italy).

www.rigaproject.eu
Co-funded by the Eco-innovation
Initiative of the European Union
GA: Eco/13/630411/RIGA
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LIFE+CO2FORMARE:
Use of CO2 For
Macrofouling Remediation

A

s a continuation of the research tasks undertaken by Iberdrola,
and its commitment to innovation and the mitigation of the
environmental impact of its activity, the company is leading the
LIFE+CO2FORMARE project (LIFE13 ENV/ES/000426), that tests a process
that will allow the use of the CO2 present in flue gases, to prevent and
control the macrofouling developed in the cooling circuits of industrial
installations.
The project is located at the Castellón (Spain) Combined Cycle Plant. The
CO2 captured during normal operation will be dissolved in the water
used in the cooling system, reducing the pH and preventing the growth
of the larval species that cause macrofouling, and avoiding the use of
chlorinated compounds at the same time as achieving a reduction in
the release of CO2 into the atmosphere.
Iberdrola Generación leads the consortium, completed by Iberdrola
Ingeniería y Construcción, OX-CTA, Nalco Española, Idesa Fabricación,
Cetaqua and Energy Cluster of Valencia Region.

it is undertaking five major activities, focused on the construction of
a prototype system to capture the CO2 coming from the combustion
of natural gas in the power plant (based on a novel adsorption
– desorption technology using zeolites), the development of an
optimizing CO2 storage and dissolution in water system, and the online detection and quantification of the larval species that causes the
macrofouling in the refrigeration circuit.
Iberdrola Generación S.A. –Edificio IBERDROLA Madrid
Tomás Redondo, 1. 28033 MADRID
info@co2formare.eu • www.co2formare.eu • twitter: @co2formare

The project is currently around halfway through its development.
The results so far are in line with initially anticipated objectives, and

LIFE GREEN GAS NETWORK

T

he natural gas distribution networks are subject when there is a higher demand, reacting instantly,
to physiological loss of gas in the atmosphere, to the different load of the network.
proportional to the operating pressure.
Thanks to the development of this new
technology, it is estimated to decrease up to 3%
To minimize these losses, harmful for the
the natural gas emissions.
climate, it has been developed, in a smart grid
context, a system consisting in distributed
intelligence devices able to monitor and modify
Whereas Methane has a CDE of 72 (in 20 years),
the local operating pressure in function of the
this amount corresponds to a reduction of
instantaneous local gas consumption. The control the CO2 emitted above 450 TEQ per year, in a
room Center is capable of enable these logic on
network that provides gas to a population of
pressure reduction stations taking into account
20,000 inhabitants.
the overall balancing of the network.
The project started in 2014, and after one
The system can be used in all types of networks
year of data collection, is now in full phase of
and in any operating configuration, also with gas experimentation: from spring 2016 is proceeding
pressure regulators of different manufacturers.
with the automatic modulation of the pressures
aimed at reducing gas leaks, while respecting
The system allows to work at minimum pressures quality of service required by the law. The project
when consumption is low and at higher pressure will end in May 2017.

www.lifegreengasnetwork.com
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Investing in cities
for a green future

adapting to climate change.
Despite significant improvements,
air pollution remains a major environmental health risk in our cities,
contributing to respiratory and
cardiovascular diseases, lung cancer
and other health effects. Exposures
to particulate matter, ozone and
carcinogenic benzo(a)pyrene are of
high concern. Congested urban traffic
conditions and frequent short journeys results in higher air pollution
emissions per kilometre compared to
free-flowing longer journeys.
Noise pollution is also a challenge.
At least 125 million people in Europe

to play in tackling these challenges.
They also need to anticipate and
prepare for other challenges linked
to climate change and demographic
changes.
Human health, wellbeing and the
prosperity of cities are closely linked
to the environment. A healthy enviHans Bruyninckx
ronment — clean air, clean water, prois Executive Director
ductive forests,
of the European
land and seas
“Local authorities face a long list
Environment Agency
— is an essential
of problems including long daily
element that also
influences our
commutes, traffic congestion, social
round three quarters of the quality of life,
exclusion and air pollution, which
European population live in from our standard
have a negative impact on quality of
urban areas, with even more of living to our
life. Cities have an important role to
public services
people expected to move
to cities in the years ahead. Cities are and education.
play in tackling these challenges”
Acting as
often the centre of economic, social
and cultural life in Europe, contribut- hubs for food,
ing to quality of life. At the same time, water, housing, energy and transport, were exposed to high levels of road
traffic noise in 2012. Exposure to enviurban areas have a key role to play
local authorities face a long list of
ronmental noise has been estimated
to address this situation. Cities can
problems including long daily comto contribute around 10,000 cases of
mutes, traffic congestion, social exclu- be designed to be more resource-efsion and air pollution, which have a
ficient and energy-efficient, reducing premature deaths due to coronary
heart disease and stroke each year.
negative impact on that same quality impacts to ecosystems, minimising
Almost 90 per cent of noise-related
of life. Cities have an important role
pollution and acting to mitigate and
→

Despite improvements,
Europe’s cities still face huge
environmental challenges,
with more possibly to come,
writes Hans Bruyninckx

A
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health impacts are associated with
road traffic noise.
There are also lesser-known
problems, which can lower quality
of life. For example, urban sprawl
can increase car dependency, which
in turn increases the risk of obesity.
More cars on the road can increase
commuting stress and wasted time.
Similarly, growing and inadequately
connected cities can present a risk of
isolation for ageing populations.
The challenges we face underline
the need for action to reconfigure
systems of production and consumption so that they operate within our
planetary limits and thereby ensure
the wellbeing of current and future
generations. This need has long been
recognised in the European Union:
the EU’s longer-term policies increasingly call for sustainability and greening the economy.
The EU and its member states are
already putting in place measures
to facilitate a transition toward a
truly sustainable society. Different
EU funds are clearly earmarked and
spent on making this green transition happen. This combination of

measures, funds and a coordination
framework between different governance levels is essential for enabling
city authorities to take action on the
ground. So are knowledge and knowhow. The European Environment
Agency’s work also focuses on urban
issues to inform decision makers on
how cities can become cleaner and
more resource-efficient. It is clear that
Europe needs to invest in greening its
economy, and thereby its cities.
More concretely, cities can work
on waste management, promoting
recycling and re-use of materials, and
avoiding waste by better organisation.
They can also develop integrated urban planning and management which
minimise the use of natural resources,
energy, and the loss of biodiversity.
Similarly, urban planners can focus
on the ‘greenification’ of city areas,
with ample green and blue spaces
which contribute to clean air and
reduce noise. These areas encourage
physical activity, improve mental
health and social interaction. Planners can also look at improving mobility, making transport infrastructure
modern and more efficient, with more

walkable and cyclable neighbourhoods and by facilitating access to
local services. Such green planning
can also contribute to local climate
regulation to reduce heat in core built
up areas of cities.
Our intensive consumption in
Europe has put excessive pressures
on the environment and it is clear
that a ‘business as usual’ approach
is no longer a viable development
path for Europe. The burden on our
environment in Europe and abroad
represents a growing threat to future
advances in living standards and
increasingly raises questions about
the fairness of the wealthy imposing
disproportionate burdens on the
global environment.
Well managed, well planned and
well governed cities can be a positive
game changer. Urban areas already
serve as magnets for talent and innovation and are well placed to lead
the way to a greener future. Cities
are a source of problems, but at the
same time they also have a huge potential to develop solutions towards
a resource-efficient economy and a
low-carbon society.

“There are also
lesser-known
problems,
which can lower
quality of life.
For example,
urban sprawl
can increase car
dependency,
which in turn
increases the
risk of obesity.
More cars on the
road can increase
commuting
stress and
wasted time”
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Parliament
Magazine Events
Debate at the heart of Europe
Thinking of organising an EU policy-focused discussion in Brussels?
Let The Parliament Magazine events team help manage your event.
Our roundtable debates are a unique opportunity to bring together
MEPs, members of the European commission, officials from the
permanent representations of the EU’s member states, NGOs,
trade associations and other Brussels stakeholders to
discuss EU policy related issues.
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Our event management service
includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Content research and programme writing
Identifying speakers
Event webpage, hosted on www.theparliamentmagazine.eu
Marketing through our website, newsletters and databases
Write-up included in The Parliament Magazine
Professional photographer
Catering
Audio-visual services
Post-event communication

Even
Plannintg

To find out more about our event services,
please contact events@dods.eu
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Space solutions:
A vital enabler
Space and satellite navigation is set to have a huge
impact on a range of sectors, from healthcare to
consumer goods, writes Carlo des Dorides

be tools for growth, enablers for business and agents of societal progress.
Now we need the inspiration, the
innovation, the vision and the visionaries to capitalise on these tools – and
that’s what European space solutions
his year will be remembered aims to help seed up, inspire, enable
as a significant step forward and facilitate.
for Europe and space. This
According to the latest European
year we will witness imporGNSS agency market report, in 2014
tant satellite launches for the Galileo there were 3.6 billion global GNSS
and Copernicus programmes, a new
devices in use around the world. By
European space strategy, and an
2019, this is forecasted to increase
operational European global satellite to over seven billion. In addition,
navigation system (GNSS) with Gali- the global core GNSS downstream
leo on track to declare initial services. market is forecasted to increase by 8.3
But how can we use our space asper cent annually between 2013 and
sets to tackle challenges in areas such 2019. In other words, this downstream
as energy, healthcare, mobility and
market is expected to grow, on averthe environment? How can European age, much faster than the forecasted
businesses and entrepreneurs harglobal GDP during the same period.
ness the power of space technology
Further, downstream industry is charto build the innovative applications
acterised by a few very large comand services needed to address these panies and a plethora of SMEs, with
challenges? Providing answers to
European companies accounting for a
these questions and more will be
quarter of the global GNSS market.
the focus of the 2016
A significant share of
European space solutions
this
market involves GNSS
“Space and
event, from 30 May until
applications and services,
satellite
3 June in The Hague, The
addressing issues relating
navigation
Netherlands.
to everything from climate
Europe’s space infrachange and the environare key
structure is being put in
enablers for ment to smart mobility,
place, the stage is set and
healthcare and agriculture
the delivery – to name only a few.
EU investment in space
of the next
technology is starting
More importantly, this
to pay off. The ultimate
market presents a huge
generation
objective, of course, is to
of mobility” opportunity for European
effectively translate EU
businesses, SMEs and
satellite signals and data
entrepreneurs.
into valuable and reliable services for
Take, for example, location based
European citizens; services that will
services (LBS). Today, everything
Carlo des Dorides is
head of the European
global navigation
satellite systems agency

T
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from smartphones, tablets,
tracking devices, digital
cameras, portable computers and fitness gear depend
on GNSS positioning for
navigation, mapping and
determining consumer
preferences. In the area of
healthcare, these tracking
devices and wearables support navigation and overall
mobility for impaired and
elderly patients. Known as
‘social LBS’, these applications improve the quality
of life for people with disabilities by reducing the
constraints and barriers of
everyday life.
Another area where LBS
is expected to have a large
impact is with smart mobility applications. Space and
satellite navigation are key
enablers for the delivery
of the next generation of
mobility. For example, satellites help provide turn-byturn information to drivers,
cyclists and even pedestrians. They can also be
used in fleet management
on-board units and road
traffic monitoring services.
With growing cities and
increased public transport,
it is clear that GNSS services will
become more and more important
– presenting a huge opportunity
for European businesses, SMEs and
entrepreneurs.
European GNSS is also positioned
to play a large role in the development of the Internet of Things (IoT).
With some 50 billion connected
‘smart objects’ set to be on the market
by 2020, GNSS – including Galileo
and EGNOS – will play a vital enabling role, actually controlling such
‘things’ as UAVs and connected cars.
By allowing for the development of
new applications, in addition to helping to improve existing applications,
European GNSS will provide new av-
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enues of economic
“With some 50 billion feature high-level
opportunity to EU
panel discussions
connected ‘smart
countries, busion space solutions
objects’ set to be on
nesses and citizens.
for the European
Given that all of
economy, new perthe market by 2020,
these sectors and
spectives in space,
GNSS – including
related applicaspace and the enerGalileo and EGNOS
tions demand an
gy union, space and
– will play a vital
ever-increasing
the digital economy
level of accuracy
and security. We
enabling role”
and robustness, all
also be looking at
will benefit from
space solutions for
Galileo. For example, Galileo will pro- business, where business leaders will
vide IoT devices with more reliable
join EU policymakers to discuss how
positioning data. Galileo satellites
today’s satellite navigation and Earth
will improve signal availability, there- observation programmes are opening
fore enhancing continuity of service
new avenues for business efficiency
for LBS in urban and challenging
and growth.
environments. And by contributing
There will also be six user-driven
to multi-constellation solutions and
topic sessions, to offer information
working in tandem with non-GNSS
and insight on how Europe’s space
navigation technologies, Galileo
programmes can benefit the agriculwill help satisfy the need for higher
ture and food, smart mobility, climate
accuracy and faster ‘time to first fix’
change and the environment, health
required for new applications.
and safety, energy and water manageThese issues and more will be exment sectors.
plored at this year’s European space
A range of focused side events
solutions event, where policymakers
will take place, including the United
will join business leaders to discuss
Nations international committee on
how Europe’s satellite navigation and global navigation satellite systems
Earth observation information can
(ICG), GNSS in Asia and the Galileo
and are creating opportunities and
public regulated services (PRS). An
providing solutions. The event will
exhibition will showcase over 50 innovative space applications,
technology solutions and
pioneering research from
across Europe. There will
also be demonstrations,
opportunities for one-onone business meetings and
networking, and more.
To help your European
business better understand
– and access – the lucrative
market of European GNSS,
please join the European
Commission, GSA and an
array of thought leaders
from both the public and
private sectors during
the 2016 European space
solutions conference. I look
forward to seeing you in
The Hague.
WWW.THEPARLIAMENTMAGAZINE.EU
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ENERGIC OD

Virtual hubs for Geospatial and Earth Observation Open Data
Open Data and the Earth Observation domain
“Open data is data that can be freely used, re-used and redistributed
by anyone - subject only, at most, to the requirement to attribute
and sharealike” [opendefinition.org, Open Knowledge non-profit
network]. Although there is a general agreement on the value of
open access to data, and many providers declare to publish data
in compliance with some open policy, the effective sharing of
open data still remains an issue.
Even more problems arise for geospatial and Earth Observation
data, including the need of supporting spatio-temporal domains
(formalized according to multiple coordinate reference systems)
and related geometries. Indeed, user and system requirements,
too varied to be satisfied by a single system or technology,
have led to an utter lack of agreement on interoperability
standards, creating a barrier to realizing the full exploitation
potential of geospatial and Earth Observation data.

CNR - DPS -as.indd 2

The Virtual Hub concept and components
ENERGIC-OD Virtual Hub is a single point of access to open
geospatial and Earth Observation datasets and information.
Through Virtual Hub user is able to access datasets provided
by a plethora of remote and heterogeneous systems, as if they
were provided by a unique system. Through Virtual Hub service,
user will not need to solve (potentially complex) interoperability
issues, such as: unfamiliar discovery and access protocols/models
implementations, coordinate reference system transformations,
format mapping, etc. Datasets discovered and accessed through
Virtual Hub are adapted and transformed (by the Virtual Hub)
according to user’s needs, making them available for use.
In addition to mediation and adaptation services, Virtual Hub can
introduce advanced services, including: semantic discoverability,
multilinguality support and discovery and access hints.
ENERGIC-OD Virtual Hub leverages cutting-edge technologies,
to support both end-users accessing the system through an
advanced web portal, and intermediate users (i.e. software
developers) accessing system functionalities through simple
Web APIs tailored to the development of Web and mobile apps.
Virtual Hub facilitates an effective and efficient use of open
geospatial and Earth Observation data and information,
freeing potential users from the need of becoming
interoperability experts, and letting them focus on their
cope, being it data analysis, or application development.
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The ENERGIC OD approach
The general objective of ENERGIC OD (European
NEtwork for Redistributing Geospatial Information to
user Communities - Open Data) is to “facilitate the use
of open (freely available) geographic data from different
sources for the creation of innovative applications and
services through the creation of Virtual Hubs”.
ENERGIC OD project is co-funded by the European Union
under the Competitiveness and Innovation framework
Programme (CIP). Launched on October 2014, it addresses
heterogeneous data accessibility and (re-)use by implementing
an innovative broker architecture, designed and developed
in recent research activities. This new technological approach
implements interoperability supporting the diverse
international and Community standards commonly adopted

in the Earth Observation and geospatial information domains.
This mediation and facilitating action results in a better
exploitation of data and information by end users, public
authorities, private organisations, and application developers.

Figure 1. The ENERGIC OD Virtual Hubs deployment

ENERGIC-OD Virtual Hub implementations
ENERGIC OD has developed and deployed five national Virtual
Hub instances in France, Germany, Italy, Poland and Spain.
The German Virtual Hub interconnects a Virtual Hub instance
specifically deployed to serve the Berlin metropolitan area.
Due to the simple composability characterizing the Virtual
Hub instances, they can be composed to accommodate
different architectural topologies and hierarchies. More
Virtual Hubs can be added (at either the National or local
level), and a central Virtual Hub acting as a European
single-point-of-access can be installed, as it could be
suggested by marketing reasons for better exploitation.

CONTACTS

Dr. Stefano Nativi
Project Coordinator
National Research Council of Italy
Institute of Atmospheric
Pollution Research
(CNR-IIA)
Via Madonna del Piano, 10
50019 Sesto Fiorentino (FI) ITALY
P: +39 055-522-6590
stefano.nativi@cnr.it

PROJECT DETAILS
Project reference: 620400
Funded under: CIP
Duration: 36 months
(01/10/2014 - 30/09/2017)
Website: www.energic-od.eu

From a technical point-of-view, the deployment will be
made possible on local infrastructures, or on private and
public clouds providing Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS)
and Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) functionalities.
Ten innovative pilot applications in different domains (ranging
from land use, protection of the environment, health, cultural
heritage, natural hazard assessment, biodiversity, etc.) have been
developed by the ENERGIC-OD partners by using the services
offered by the deployed Virtual Hubs. These new applications
are addressing the needs of businesses, citizens and public
institutions, making use of both public and private (open)
geospatial data, encouraging innovation and business activities.

CONSORTIUM
National Research Council of Italy (CNR-IIA), Italy
AED-SICAD Aktiengesellschaft (AED-SICAD), Germany
Alkante Sas – Geonet (ALKANTE), France
Association Francaise pour l’Information
Geographique (AFIGEO), France
Bureau De Recherches Geologiques et Minieres (BRGM), France
Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique (CNRS), France
Depth France Sas (DEPTH), France

Verband der GeoInformationswirtschaft Berlin/
Brandenburg (GEOkomm), Germany
Instytut Geodezji i Kartografii (IGIK), Poland
Luftbild Umwelt Planung GmbH (LUP), Germany
Politecnico di Milano (POLIMI), Italy
Regione del Veneto (VEN), Italy
Gesellschaft für Stadt-und Regionalplanung mbH (SRP), Germany
Trilateral Research Ltd. (TRI), United Kingdom
Universidad de Zaragoza (UNIZAR), Spain
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Partnership
ENERGIC OD involves 15 partners from six -EU
member states (Italy, France, Germany, Poland,
Spain and UK) and is co-ordinated by Stefano Nativi
of the Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche – Istituto
sull’Inquinamento Atmosferico (CNR-IIA) in Italy.
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30 years of atmosphere, ocean
and climate monitoring from space
for the benefit of European citizens
and economy
Committed to another 30 years
of operational services for
EUMETSAT’s Member States,
supporting Copernicus and the
Space Strategy for Europe

www.eumetsat.int
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SPACE SOLUTIONS

corps only has 16 members, including
British astronaut Timothy Peake currently on the ISS - is a reflection
of the rigour of the selection process.
Clearly, Kuipers has “the right stuff ”,
the experission coined by writer Tom
Woolfe when he wrote about the
first US space missions; that special
combination of mental and physical
prowess needed to become a successful astronaut.
Yet when asked why he believed
he had the ‘the right stuff ’, Kuipers is
quick to point out he initially thought
he was not astronaut material, “simply
because I wore glasses.”

“Many of the global
challenges we all face
can be solved with the
help of satellites and
space technologies”

The Right Stuff

Dutch astronaut André Kuipers tells Rajnish Singh why he
believes satellite technology can help solve many global
challenges, but going to Mars will still be difficult

A

ESANasa

s long ago as ancient
Greece, Plato wrote “astronomy compels the soul to look
upward, and leads us from
this world to another.” More recently,
science fiction - whether in literature,
comics, TV or films - has inspired generations to become involved in space
programmes. For Dutch astronaut
André Kuipers, it was the German science fiction series; ‘Perry Rhodan’ that
grabbed his imagination.
“When I was twelve years old, my
grandmother gave me some science
fiction books from the famous Perry
Rhodan series. I couldn’t stop reading them. From that moment on, my
dream was to become an astronaut.”
Kuipers is a member of a select
group of Europeans who have been
WWW.THEPARLIAMENTMAGAZINE.EU
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fortunate enough to travel to space.
In fact, he is the only person from
the Netherlands who has been to
space twice. His first space launch
was in 2004, when he was a member
of the European Space Agency’s
(ESA) Delta mission. This lasted 11
days, visiting the International Space
Station (ISS). His second tour was in
2011 - 2012, when he spent 193 days
orbiting the Earth on the ISS. He was
the flight engineer for the mission
and performed a number of other
tasks including that of pilot for the
space docking.
The father of four, Kuipers was
selected as a member of the ESA’s
European Astronaut Corps, to participate in joint missions with US and
Russian astronauts. The fact this elite

“However, when I discovered this
was not necessarily a show stopper, I
worked hard towards my dream and
managed to get through the selection
process; of course always aware in the
back of my mind that I might not be
selected.”
Following, selection Kuipers had
to undergo hundreds of hours of
training. This was divided into three
main sections. Firstly, he had to pass
a one-year basic-training course. This
is where candidates learn about space
technology and science, basic medical
skills, and how the International Space
Station (ISS) works. They also become
familiar with scuba diving to get them
used to weightlessness.
In their second year, advanced
training, they learn in more detail
about the various elements of the ISS,
the possible experiments they will
carry out, the launch vehicles that will
carry them to the space station and
the involvement of ground control. In
addition to this European astronauts
may need to learn Russian, (fluent
English is mandatory.) Once they have
completed the first two parts of their
→
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training, astronauts are assigned a
mission, working as much as possible
with the other members of the crew.
Tasks include training to undertake
specific tasks linked with their mission
and becoming familiar with weightlessness by doing parabolic air flights.
When asked, what was racing
through his mind during the launch
countdown, when he was strapped
down in the capsule, on top of a 49.5
- metre tall rocket, containing around
175 tonnes of highly flammable rocket
fuel? Kuipers responds; “It was a mixture of excitement
and professional
Kuipers hopes the
thoughts about my
ESS “will inspire
tasks during and
just after launch.
many scientists,
We had been traininnovators,
ing in the Soyuz
entrepreneurs and
for many years so
policy makers to
I knew the vehicle
really well.”
had seen from space.
cooperate on new
Describing the
Another aspect he
pioneering projects”
physically presmisses was “working
sures he felt when
in a unique internathe Russian Soyuz rocket started
tional environment with creative and
launching into space, the Dutchmen
devoted colleagues.”
said “Under the full acceleration of lift
Now back on earth, Kuipers firmly
off I felt three times heavier than on
believes that despite the costs inEarth. However, once the engines shut volved, European countries and the EU
down for the first time I experienced
should remain involved in space progenuine weightlessness. It takes some grammes. “No single European countime to get used to it, but then it’s great try can afford a full space programme
fun. You feel like you’re gently floating on its own.” For the Dutchman the
as the earth passes by below you.”
investment is important, since “many
Kuipers clearly enjoyed his time on
of the global challenges we all face can
the space station saying “I really miss be solved with the help of satellites
weightlessness. Floating around in the and space technologies.”
space station is like a fish in water. It is
He is also excited about current Euincomparable to anything on earth.”
ropean innovations and technologies
In addition, the views he saw of
that have recently emerged. These inthe Earth made a lasting impression.
clude the ESA-backed Rosetta mission
“Planet earth is a breath taking natural to land the Philae probe on comet 67P/
phenomenon. You realise that when
Churyumov–Gerasimenko, something
you see it from space. At the same
he describes as, “an amazing technotime you also realise the vulnerability logical development.” The Dutchman
of our planet. We all need to take great also highlights his own country’s
care of our magnificent world.” He is
development of the satellite instrucurrently an ambassador for the World ment Tropomi. When launched into
Wildlife Fund and presented a TV
the earth’s orbit as part of the ESA’s
documentary visiting environmentally Copernicus mission, this will help in
threatened areas of the world, that he
atmospheric research and in mapping
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air pollution across the world.
Despite these innovations, Kuipers
is less optimistic about a manned
mission to Mars taking place anytime
soon. “I would be lying if I never
dream about visiting Mars. However
at the current moment, I see too many
challenges to be resolved before we
can send humans to Mars and bring
them back home safely. I am afraid by
the time these problems are solved,
I will be too old to undertake such a
mission.”
With the Dutch co-hosting a major
five-day, European Space Solutions
Conference (ESS) at the end of this
month, Kuipers’ message to policy
makers and business people attending
is; “The world is facing major challenges and space has the ability to deliver
many efficient and effective solutions.
He calls on EU policymakers to be
aware of the opportunities and applications that space can offer. “These
can be key in addressing such challenges as climate change, agriculture,
water shortages and food security.”
He hopes the ESS “will inspire many
scientists, innovators, entrepreneurs
and policy makers to cooperate on
new pioneering projects.”
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Copernicus, a European Union programme
for a new European climate economy
By Juan Garcés de Marcilla, Director of Copernicus Services, ECMWF
Climate change and severe weather events are challenging the assumptions
that underpin Europe’s economic and social policies. They take no account
of borders and have a global economic impact, affecting health, where we
choose to live, how we work and how we
spend our leisure time.
Faced with this knowledge, it is incumbent
on policymakers, industry and the scientific
community to mitigate damaging
emissions, but also to equip society to adapt
to changes that are already inevitable. This is
where Copernicus comes in.

These companies have a lot to draw upon from the ECMWF-run services
alone: the monitoring data from CAMS includes daily forecasts of air
quality and greenhouse gases; C3S holds information on around 20 climate
variables such as surface temperatures and in the near future customisable
climate projections for sectors.
An economic and moral imperative
However insight alone is meaningless without action. Better information
must help to prepare for, respond and adapt to the effects of the change,
to minimise further harm.
The first in the two-satellite Sentinel-3 mission – lifted off on a Rockot
Sentinel-3A lift-off

ESA–Stephane Corvaja, 2016

A global problem requires
a global perspective.
The European Union’s Copernicus earth
Juan Garcés de Marcilla, observation programme comprises an
Director of Copernicus array of satellites and thousands of sensors
Services, ECMWF on land, in our oceans and in the air. Built
on cooperation between agencies across
the globe it provides free and open access to environmental data via six
services - land, marine, emergency, security, atmosphere and climate.

Change Service (C3S) on behalf of the European Commission - are
developing products with applications across the energy, water, agriculture,
financial and urban planning sectors; turning perspective into insight and
data in to information.

If the evidence shows that repositioning wind turbines may lead to higher
yield there is a financial imperative to act. If pollution is too high and is
effecting health and life expectancy the considerations are not merely
financial but moral.

One major component is the European Union’s network of Sentinel satellites.
Sentinel-3A, launched in early February, was the third of six families of
dedicated missions set to make up the core of this monitoring system.
And for the innovative companies looking to provide insight into our
immediate priorities and climate future this new perspective is a game
changing opportunity. The European Commission expects its Open Data
Strategy to deliver a €40 billion annual boost to the EU’s economy, while
studies suggest that, by 2020, big data analytics could boost European
economic growth by 1.9%, a GDP increase of €206bn.
The companies working with ECMWF - which operates the Copernicus
Atmosphere Monitoring Service (CAMS) and the Copernicus Climate

Copernicus - FP.indd 1

Where once Nicolaus Copernicus suggested humans look outwards
from the Earth, the Copernicus earth observation programme now turns
the human gaze back onto our own planet. The choice is between an
unsustainable future and a revolution in green growth and resilience. It is
incumbent on us not just to observe but to act.

http://climate.copernicus.eu
http://atmosphere.copernicus.eu
http://copernicus.eu
Contact
Silke Zollinger, Press & Events Manager
Copernicus Communication
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
silke.zollinger@ecmwf.int  Tel:+44 (0)118 9499 778
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WHICH BENEFITS?

ELAASTIC (European Location As A Service Targeting
International Commerce) provides a European based location
service worldwide to ensure EGNOS and Galileo penetration.

WHICH OFFERING?

ELAASTIC provides:
1. A “Location As A Service” platform focused on delivering
reliable location technologies with innovative features
based on EGNOS and Galileo signal specificities,
2. An optimized End to End set of location services
with full consistency between the Galileo
signals, the chipset’s capabilities and additional
location infrastructures (e.g. WiFi,3g, 4g),
3. Compliance with industry standards for location (e.g. OMA
SUPL 2.0), with willingness to contribute to their extension,
4. An Ecosystem to ease the deployment of value
added services such as eCall and E112.
This service is provided by European (independent of US
corporations) companies with a focus on supporting the
development of EGNSS downstream European companies
working in the sector. The ELAASTIC service has been built
through collaboration of five global leaders in location
technology: Telespazio France, ST-microelectronics, Thales
Alenia Space France, Rx Networks, and Novero.

Fully compatible with 3gpp & OMA assistance standards,
ELAASTIC offers a more precise and faster location and
guarantees a full confidentiality of your location data,
with better availability in harsh environments. ELAASTIC
also provides with position authentication for those
applications with liability/safety/security criticality.
Finally, ELAASTIC allows the mobile devices to save
energy when trying to locate themselves.

In blue :trajectory improved with Elaastic, in red trajectory without Elaastic”

WHO CAN USE IT?

ELAASTIC addresses the needs of many stakeholders
along the LBS, M2M, IoT value chain:
• GNSS chipsets manufacturers
• Mobile devices manufacturers
• Mobile Networks Operators
• System integrators
Depending on the usage, the accesses to the ELAASTIC services
range from available APIs for the devices (GNSS chipsets
& Mobile devices manufacturers), to server deployment
(within MNOs or System Integrators infrastructures).

WHICH USAGE?

Location of assets and persons is a Must in our Societies, more and
more related with mobility. In harsh environments such as cities,
existing mobile applications suffer poor location performances,
very often in best effort mode, despite the regular improvement
of the satellite positioning systems obtained through the
modernization of GPS, the upgrade via EGNOS and the arrival
of Galileo and other global constellations. GNSS signals-based
solution suffers from masking or interference in dense cities where
new generation apps should benefit from better location service.

ELAASTIC is the European solution which
provides seamless location service to
LBS, M2M, IoT applications, through the
optimum combination of GNSS modern
systems complemented by Wifi and 3G
network-based positioning techniques.

Telespazio - FP - as.indd 1

ELAASTIC has been developed in the frame of the
European Commission R&D program Horizon 2020, for
the EGNSS calls of the 2014 Space Work Programme
managed by GSA, the European GNSS Agency.

CONTACT
Yves Capelle
yves.capelle@telespazio.com
Telespazio France
26, Avenue J.F. Champollion
B.P. 52309 - 31023 Toulouse Cedex 1 (France)

www.elaastic-h2020.eu
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SPACE SOLUTIONS

Capitalising on Europe’s
investment opportunities
The EU is in need of a
strategic vision that can
enable the development of
space-based applications
and services, argues
Monika Hohlmeier
Monika Hohlmeier
(EPP, DE) is Chair of
Parliament’s sky and
space intergroup

S

ESA–Manuel Pedoussaut,

pace is a strategic key growth
sector, where Europe is firmly
established in a leadership
position. With more than
€12bn of investments in the current
financial framework both for research
and for its flagship programmes, the
European Union expects to boost
growth and job creation by creating
new market opportunities for European businesses and SMEs.
How can Europe capitalise on its
investment? How can we bridge the
gap between investment in space technology development and its concrete
contributions to the lives of people
across Europe, the economic and
social growth of member states and
the competitiveness of our companies?
The answer is a comprehensive European space strategy which takes into
account the new challenges and market opportunities that are changing
the global space industry. There is an
urgent need to set strategic objectives
and concrete targets on market share,
revenue, job creation and emerging
opportunities.
Recent technological innovations
have shaken up the competitive landscape, enabling an increasing number
of private players – using space-borne
data – to develop new products and

www.theparliamentmagazine.eu
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services. In this respect, Europe is
behind the United States, which has
anticipated change and has already
developed and implemented national
strategies to support their space
industries. In a time of budgetary
constraint, even Russia, China and
Japan are providing support. This
has successfully increased their industries’ market share of downstream
services and applications, all thanks
to massive funding for research and
development, a friendly regulatory
environment and public procurement
support. We lack such a comprehensive framework in Europe.
In addition, the full implementation of Europe’s flagship Galileo and
Copernicus programmes is expected
to create tremendous downstream
market opportunities. However, in
a global competitive environment,
these are not necessarily going to
benefit Europe’s businesses and cre-

ate jobs. Unless Europe manages to
get a considerable share of the downstream market, such benefits will
profit other players and Europe will
fail to achieve a positive return on its
investment. This is why we have to
strengthen our efforts.
With the development of connectivity and the digital economy, Galileo
will offer fantastic prospects for
European downstream players. New
generations of connected vehicles and
driverless cars, the Internet of Things
and sophisticated apps with indoor positioning all rely on global navigation
satellite systems (GNSS). For Europe
to grasp the unexplored opportunities
for new GNSS applications and services, policymakers must make efforts
to support businesses, including SMEs
and the downstream industry.
Copernicus is already providing
huge amounts of accurate and easily
accessible data, which could be used
to improve the management of the
environment, understand and mitigate
the effects of climate change and
safeguard civil security. Nevertheless,
there is a gap between research and
availability of information and operational capability. It is striking that
the EU, a pioneer in climate change
policies, does not yet possess its own
emissions monitoring and measuring
systems and remains dependant on
other space nations.
With the imminent multiannual
financial framework mid-term revision in front of us, it is now the right
time for the European Parliament to
get involved in the priority setting
of European space policy. Supported
by the sky and space intergroup, the
Parliament will be an active player
bringing its full support to ensure that
Europe benefits from its investments
in space.
16 May 2016 Parliament Magazine | 55
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SPACE SOLUTIONS

A promising
gold mine?
Space is no longer such a faraway concept, it
can now bring tangible benefits to our daily lives,
writes Cora Van Nieuwenhuizen

operation in space needs to be performed remotely. This technique can
also be used in dangerous places it
is better to stay away from, such as a
nuclear reactor.
In the autumn, the European Comhave no sense of direction. Many othCora Van Nieuwenhuizen
(ALDE, NL) is a speaker at the
mission will publish its European
er space-based applications benefit
upcoming European Space
space strategy. The strategy must
us every day: satellites continuously
Solutions conference
be ambitious and tackle the Eurosupply information to intelligence
pean space sector’s most essential
services or to farmers seeking to irrigate their land in the most efficient challenges, such as the insufficient
market uptake of space data and
way possible.
hen I was growing up,
the spaghetti
Satellite data provide
space was a hot topic.
landscape of public
Star Trek, the TV series for a constant stream of
organisations and
innovation, for example
about the Enterprise
“Europe has
agencies dealing
for start-ups that develop
spaceship and Mr. Spock, with his
an innovative
with space. What
smartphone apps or for the
funny little ears, was very popular.
space industry,
we need is a simple
After the landing on the moon in
development of self-driving
1969 all the boys in my class wanted
cars. In these times of ‘big
which currently institutional landscape, with a clear
to become astronauts, just like Neil
data’, people often say: ‘data
provides over
division of responis the new gold’. In that
Armstrong.
320,000 jobs”
sibilities and tasks.
case, space certainly is a
Personally, I have never dreamed
The private sector
promising gold mine. One
of becoming the first woman on the
should supply all
that we cannot afford to lay
moon. Even so, I am very enthusispace services, unless where security
aside unused.
astic about my role as Parliament’s
Investing in space yields many ben- constraints make this impossible.
spokesperson on space. Times have
changed. Back in the 60’s, the famous efits. Europe has an innovative space The public sector, on the other hand,
should fund research in breakthrough
industry, which currently provides
phrase, “Beam me up, Scotty” was
over 320,000 jobs. There are also posi- technologies where Europe can make
complete science fiction. But in today’s world, when we can easily Skype tive spill-over effects to other sectors. the difference. In other cases they
should just procure services from
with people who are on the side of the Last month, I visited the European
planet, it seems a little less out there. space research and technology centre industry. In the European Parliament
we are currently working on a joint
Space is no longer about aliens and in Noordwijk with a delegation of
resolution in which we will flag the
MEPs, where I shook hands with a
faraway planets. It is about our daily
most pressing issues. Investing in
robot that very sensitively passes on
lives. Satellite-based navigation sysspace is important for our future. Eueverything it feels to the operator.
tems are one example, and they are
certainly ideal for people like me who This comes in handy when a complex rope, don’t miss the spaceship.

W
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POWERING MARINE BUSINESS IN THE NORTH WEST SHELF SEAS

What is the Copernicus Marine Service and how far can the
service boost industries and SMEs development?
The Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS)
is one of the six interlinked environmental monitoring services
delivered under the EU Copernicus programme, monitored by the EC
DG GROW, Internal market & Industry.

Mercator Ocean has undertaken to successfully implement and
develop a user-driven core service expected to contribute to European
innovation and competitiveness and help build the Blue Economy. So
far, the private sector represents about 20% of Marine Service users.
To improve this rate is a strategic priority for Mercator Ocean, echoing
with the objectives of the EC DG GROW.
Why is Mercator Ocean a partner of
the European Space Solutions 2016 in The
Hague? Why is it important for the CMEMS?
The ESS conference, as a key event organized
during the Dutch presidency of the Council
of the EU, will bring together more than
2000 attendees from business and the public
sector with users and developers of space-based solutions. It is an
opportunity to showcase the benefits of the Copernicus Programme
and of its Marine Service to potential users and decision makers.
Mercator Ocean is organizing User and Training Workshops on 31 May
and 1 June, which are open to current and potential future users of
CMEMS with a general interest in ocean products covering the North
West Shelf Seas, either as service providers or end users, for research
or business purposes.

Legend: Sea surface temperature analysis for 10 May in the North West Shelf region. Credits: EU Copernicus Marine Service

In November 2014, Mercator Ocean, the French center for ocean
monitoring and forecasting was entrusted by the European
Commission to operate and implement the Copernicus Marine
Service. The service provides free and fully open access to regular and
systematic reference information on the physical state and marine
ecosystems for the global ocean and the European regional seas
(temperature, currents, salinity, sea surface height, sea ice, marine
optics, nutrients, etc.).
This capacity encompasses satellite and in-situ observationderived products, the description of the current situation
(analysis), the prediction of the situation a few days ahead
(forecast), and the provision of consistent retrospective data
records for recent years (re-analysis).
The Copernicus Marine Service is designed to serve many public,
commercial and scientific purposes including major EU policies such
as the Marine Strategy Framework Directive, combating pollution,
protection of marine species, maritime safety and routing, sustainable
exploitation of ocean resources, marine energy resources, climate
monitoring and hurricane forecasting.

Mercator Ocean - FP - as.indd 1

What place will The Netherlands occupy during the event?
CMEMS serves the needs of all Member States concerned by and
committed to sustainable oceans. During the User Workshop focused
on the North West Shelf Seas, many concrete examples of uses of the
service in several areas will be presented: marine safety and defense,
marine environment and coastal activity. To illustrate, DELTARES, an
independent institute for applied research in the field of water and
subsurface, which can be considered a real CMEMS champion user in
the Netherlands, will present its activities for industrial purposes and
in the context of the Marine Strategy Framework Directive. We are
honored that Member of Parliament Cora Van Nieuwenhuizen will be
introducing this part of the workshop on 31 May PM (World Forum,
The Hague, Yangtze 1 Room).

marine.copernicus.eu
http://www.european-space-solutions.eu/
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5 QUESTIONS WITH...

3 HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE
YOUR POLITICAL STYLE IN
THREE WORDS AND WHY?

Empathetic, innovative and targetoriented. I am very committed to
achieving results and impact – in
many cases via complex routes, as
tackling societal challenges in politics is not an easy task.
4. WHAT IS THE MOST HUMBLING

Questions with...

Markku Markkula

THING YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED
IN YOUR CAREER?

As a 14-year schoolboy, I was invited
to take part in a psychological test.
I was in a group of people who each
had to listen to a story independently
and then, after a few minutes, tell
it to the next person in the chain.
I was the fifth link in the chain. I
completely mixed up the key points
of the story and forgot half of it. This
taught me to listen and use my brains
to remember things. I started a conscious learning process based on that
experience.
5. WHAT WAS THE MOST

INSPIRATIONAL AND INFLUENTIAL
BOOK YOU HAVE READ AND WHY?

1. WHICH PERSON YOU HAVE

WORKED WITH HAS MOST INSPIRED
YOU IN YOUR CAREER, AND HOW?

Zhang Shourang, the chief engineer
at Wuhan Iron and Steel, a company
that, at the time, employed 100,000
people. He was the Vice-President
of the International Association for
Continuing Engineering Education,
when I was their Secretary General.
Zhang was a true human personality
– he completed excellent university
studies, but then in the turmoil of
the Cultural Revolution, he worked
in a plant at floor level. He was later
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When I was a member of the Finnish
Parliament visiting London in 1999, I
met Subir Chowdhury in a bookstore,
signing copies of his new book, Management 21C. It comprises
of some 30 articles written
by more or less wellknown thinkers such as
Peter Senge and CK Prapromoted to key global roles. He
halad, people I went on to
influenced me through our long
meet. The book includes
discussions on Chinese culture, and “dreaming” through sevby being an example of what real life eral in-depth ideas and
competences mean in true leaderanalysis which I have
ship.
used in my pioneering
global ventures. It is one
2. WHAT DO YOU DO IN YOUR FREE
of the most inspiring leadership and
TIME TO RELAX AND UNWIND?
management books, among the more
As a typical Finn, I love to go fishing, than 1000 professional books I have
using a small rowing boat or canoe
at home.
in a lake or a river. And of course
hiking in forests and picking mushrooms Maintaining a connection to
Markku Markkula is President of the
Committee of the Regions
nature is very important to me.
@PARLIMAG
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Bio-Based Industries Joint Undertaking
Investing in the European bioeconomy

T

he Bio-based Industries Joint
Undertaking (BBI) is a public-private
partnership, and is part of the EU’s
plan to move its economy to a postpetroleum era. It is expected to help
make the EU’s economy more resource-efficient
and sustainable, while supporting growth and
employment. The 7-year programme budget is
€3.7 billion, with 25% coming from the EC and
75% from industry.
BBI’s objective is to act as a catalyst to develop
sustainable and competitive bio-based industries in
Europe, based on advanced biorefineries that source
their biomass sustainably, and without competition
with food. This will be achieved by demonstrating
new technologies to fill the gap in value chains,
developing business models integrating all
economic actors and setting-up flagship biorefinery
plants deploying business models & technologies to
keep investment in the EU.
The EU has the industrial, research and renewable
resources potential. It is now a matter of
deploying it in a sustainable manner to compete
in the global bioeconomy race. Doing so will help
the EU meet climate change targets, and lead
to greener and more environmentally friendly
growth. The key is to develop new biorefining
technologies to sustainably transform renewable
natural resources into bio-based products,
materials and fuels.

BBI encourages a sustainable bio-based industry
for Europe, thanks to its focus on research and
innovation:

•

to diversify and grow farmers’ incomes: up
to 40% additional margins with existing
residues;

•

on waste valorisation (from industry,
agriculture and municipal areas)

•

to replace at least 30% of oil-based
chemicals and materials with bio-based and
biodegradable ones by 2030;

•

on the deployment of marginal lands and
semi-arid areas

•

to reduce the EU’s dependency with
regards to fossil resources and strategic raw
materials like protein, phosphorous (P) and
potassium (K)

•

to create a competitive bio-based
infrastructure in Europe, boosting job
creation, 80% of which will be in rural and
underdeveloped areas;

•

to deliver bio-based products that easily
available to consumers and that are
comparable and/or superior to fossil-based
products in terms of performance and
environmental benefits

•

To bring new bio-based products onto the
market that will on average reduce CO2
emissions by at least 50% compared to their
fossil alternatives

•

on the redeployment of 2nd generation
biorefineries

•

on increasing productivity of industrial
multipurpose crops

•

on new feedstock supply chains, for example
lingo-cellulosic residues from agriculture and
forestry residues

•

on proteins recovery

•

on phosphorous (P) and potassium (K)
recovery for fertilizers

•

on the reduction of the consumption of
fertilizers and on crop yield increase

To achieve those objectives, BBI’s mission is to
implement the Strategic Research and Innovation
Agenda developed by industry in line with their
vision for the development of the bio-based
economy. If successful, this can bring rewards for
many European stakeholders - consumers who
get access to new sustainable products based
on renewable biological resources; bio-based
industries that take technological and sustainability
leadership and thereby build long-term competitive
advantages; enhanced economic growth and new
jobs in rural, coastal and redeployed industrial areas,
and new revenue streams for the EU’s agri-food,
forestry and marine sectors.

BBI’s competitive Calls, in combination with other
funding and investment guarantees like the
European Fund for Strategic Investments (EFSI),
and new InnovFin – EU Finance for Innovators as
well as Structural Funds, will support new sources
of growth for regions, in particular those where
new sources of biomass can be unlocked.

BBI’s programme has many expected impacts,
specifically:
•

to develop the potential of waste as well as
agriculture and forestry residues;

More information: www.bbi-europe.eu
BBI JU.indd 1
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